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Disclaimer 

 

The views expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect the views of any organizations or 

individuals have been involved in the planning and implementation of the Reading and 

Writing for Critical Thinking Program in Kosovo or elsewhere, or those who supported the 

evaluation with data collection or fieldwork research, but are the sole responsibility of the 

independent evaluator.  
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Executive summary 

 

The RWCT program 

1. The Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking (RWCT) project was initiated by the Open 

Society Institute (OSI) and the International Reading Association (IRA) in 1997 as a 

professional development program for teachers and teacher educators. RWCT 

introduces research-based instructional methods to help students think reflectively, take 

ownership of their personal learning, understand the logic of arguments, listen 

attentively, debate confidently and become independent, life-long learners. During the 

previous decade RWCT was one of the largest educational development program in 

Kosovo, it reached out to almost one fourth of all teachers of the country. The 

implementation of the program has started in 2000 by the Kosova Education Center 

(KEC). The main outputs of the RWCT Program are: 

 An adapted and accredited training program.  

 An organized and established professional training and certification network capable 

for further dissemination of RWCT.  

 Provision of school-based and non school-based training programs and support to 

teachers and education administrators, training of 6221 teachers in ten years. 

 Introduction of RWCT in initial teacher training in higher education.  

 Publication of books, manuals and periodicals promoting RWCT objectives. 

 After 2003 at the requests of teachers two adaptations were developed for specific 

subjects: for biology and for mathematics. 

The purpose of the evaluation 

2. The purpose of the project is the independent evaluation of the Reading and Writing for 

Critical Thinking (RWCT) program in Kosovo. The evaluation was conducted 12 years 

from the initial implementation of the RWCT program in Kosovo and is aimed at 

assessing the extent to which the RWCT program has impacted schools and the 

classroom environment and in turn students’ participation in their communities and 

wider society. The project was based on three underlying evaluation questions:  

 How have RWCT training impacted learning, teaching and assessment practices in 

classrooms? 

 To what extent have changes in learning, teaching and assessment practices related 

to RWCT training contributed to students’ participation in their communities and 

wider society? 

 How have stakeholders (i.e., MEST, KEC, WB, etc.) sought to support teachers in their 

attempts to change their classroom practices? 
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The methodology of the evaluation 

3. The evaluation framework of the project is based on a strong focus on the impact of the 

program and the interpretation of the evaluation questions within the specific policy, 

developmental and institutional context of Kosovo. The development of the 

methodology of the evaluation was developed on the basis of 24 specific evaluation 

questions. There were seven different methods of inquiry applied in the course of the 

evaluation to ensure that the information needed for answering the specific evaluation 

questions are gathered by various research methods. The methods applied in the course 

of evaluation were the following: 

 document review 

 collection and analysis of data 

 observation of one class of 45 teachers 

 teacher survey filled by 45 teachers 

 focus group interview with four groups teachers of teachers 

 focus group interview with four groups of pupils 

 24 stakeholder interview 

For the teacher survey, the focus group discussions and the classroom observation a 

sample of 45 teachers was selected. All teachers participated in the focus group 

discussion, filled in the survey and one of their classes was observed. The sample 

consists three sub-groups: 

 15 teachers who were trained by RWCT before the 2003 evaluation. 

 15 teachers who were trained in the last five years. 

 A control group of 15 teachers who did not participate in RWCT trainings. 

The context of RWCT program in Kosovo 

4. The governance and policy environment of the delivery of RWCT till the declaration of 

independence can be characterized partly by a “governance vacuum”, since most 

governance instruments were not established, and partly by extreme centralization, 

within which changing MEST priorities and decisions largely determined the potential of 

RWCT to reach out to teachers. After the declaration of independence two – still ongoing 

- parallel processes were initiated: decentralization of the management of education to 

the 42 municipalities of Kosovo and the gradual building of the governance instruments 

in education. The most relevant developments in relation to the policy context of RWCT 

program are the new financial allocation system, the ongoing curriculum reform, the 

emerging system of the assessment of the achievement of pupils, the development of 

inspection, and finally the licensing of teachers that positions them on the salary scale. 

There is a need to adjust all professional development programs for teachers to the 

transformation to the systemic environment. 
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5. Due to the very limited scope of school autonomy the basic conditions of organizational 

learning in schools are missing. The management authorities of school directors are 

extremely limited, (even employment decisions over teachers are exercised by the heads 

of the Education Departments of municipalities) and the schools do not administer their 

budget. The internal organization of schools remained untouched, too, only the very 

traditional cooperation frameworks are in place. Cooperation and exchange of 

knowledge among teachers is very weak. Therefore, teachers receive very little 

professional support from their institutions and from each other. As a consequence, any 

professional development provided to individual teachers is imposing an impact on the 

way how schools are operating only if a critical mass of teachers is trained. Also, schools 

as institutions do not ensure the sustainability of development investments. The schools 

do not operate any internal mechanism for identifying and determining the professional 

development needs of individual teachers. 

The key findings of the evaluation 

6. Evaluation question 1. How have RWCT training impacted learning, teaching and 

assessment practices in classrooms? 

RWCT’s impact on learning 

 RWCT trained teachers provide a more learning intensive classroom environment 

than the teachers, who did not participate in these trainings. 

 RWCT trained teachers observed stronger individual involvement of pupils after 

applying RCWT techniques. 

 Pupils much prefer the classes and subjects of RWCT trained teachers. 

 

RWCT’s impact on teaching 

 RWCT training did not change the underlying professional attitudes of 

participating teachers to a significant extent. 

 RWCT results in a remarkable positive change in the instruction methods applied 

by trained teachers. 

 The communication in the classes of RWCT trained teachers is more interactive 

and multilateral than that of the members of the control group. 

RWCT’s impact on assessment 
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 Beyond the enriched observation caused by the use of interactive instruction 

methods, RWCT training did not result in the significant improvement of 

pedagogical assessment repertoire of teachers. 

RWCT results according work experience, level of education and subject 

 Apart from minor differences between classroom and subject teachers, the 

impact of participation in RWCT training not significantly differs according to work 

experience, level or subject. 

The sustainability of RWCT’s impact on learning, teaching and assessment 

 The sustainability of the RWCT program in Kosovo is remarkable both in terms of 

long-lasting positive impact on teaching and in terms of the capacity of the 

program to impose positive changes. 

7. Evaluation question 2. To what extent have changes in learning, teaching and 

assessment practices related to RWCT training contributed to students’ participation in 

their communities and wider society? 

 Although, RWCT trained teachers much better connect learning in their classes 

with the outside world, due to the traditional operation of schools this potential 

might be partially wasted. 

8. Evaluation question 3. How have stakeholders (i.e., MEST, KEC, WB, etc.) sought to 

support teachers in their attempts to change their classroom practices? 

 The professional services provided to teachers in Kosovo are confined to in-

service trainings without having a publicly maintained system of training 

providers. 

 Till 2010 the most important investments into the capacities of teachers were 

RWCT and SbS. Since 2010 this role was taken over by the large scale 

development programs of the World Bank, the EU and the USAID. 

Satisfaction with RWCT 

9. In general, the popularity of RWCT training among teachers in Kosovo is outstandingly 

high. It is indicated by the fact that the majority of the respondents of the teacher survey 

have learnt about the RWCT trainings from colleagues who participated in the trainings. 

The big majority of the respondents participated in RWCT training because of personal 

motives and not at the initiative of the school. It is also obvious that the program did not 

lose popularity since the 2003 evaluation. The most important factor contributing to the 

very strong popularity of RWCT among teachers is its focus on offering easily applicable 
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practical instruction methods. It is important to note, that not only teachers were 

satisfied with RWCT training. In the personal interviews school directors expressed their 

satisfaction, too. Also, school directors and teachers indicated that parents were 

competing to enroll their children to classes that were taught by RWCT teachers. 

The indirect impact of RWCT in Kosovo 

10. RWCT imposed a large indirect impact that was identified many times in the course of 

the field-work of this evaluation. The most typical indirect impacts of the RWCT program 

were achieved through initial teacher training (e.g. many of the faculty are RWCT 

trainers), through curriculum reform, both in terms of the program’s indirect 

contribution to the curriculum design and to preparing teachers to its implementation, 

through the instruments used by inspection, through RWCT experts developing 

textbooks and through the ongoing new large-scale development programs that built on 

the knowledge and experience that was accumulated by RWCT, mainly through the prior 

RWCT-based knowledge of contributing local experts. 

Recommendations 

11. On the basis of the findings of this evaluation it is recommended to consider the restart 

of the program for several reasons: RWCT is a well-known and popular program among 

teachers and experts, the demand for professional development programs in general, 

and especially for participation in RWCT program is very high, RWCT proved to impose a 

positive impact on the quality of teaching, with minor adjustments it has a great 

potential to contribute to the implementation of the ongoing curriculum reform and 

RWCT has a decent and well operating institutional basis, as well as an established 

network of trainers, certifiers and a quality assurance mechanism. 

12. The new “teacher licensing” system and the curriculum implementation process will 

generate demand in the forthcoming years for high quality accredited in-service training 

programs. However, the most important underlying dilemma in this respect is to adjust 

RWCT to centrally governed policy implementation program needs or to the emerging in-

service training market that will be based on the resources deployed to municipalities 

from the next year. Therefore, it is recommended to allow for “proactive” delivery that is 

financed by MEST or international donor agencies’ funds, and for “reactive” delivery that 

is financed by charging the clients (municipalities and teachers) at the same time. In 

order to prove the actual demand for RWCT training it is recommended to expand the 

professional development needs assessment survey administered by the Didactic Center 

in Gjakova to all other municipalities with the active involvement of the Education 

Departments of municipalities, the network of didactic centers and the USAID program 

created school-based professional development centers. It is recommended to apply 

capacity buildings methods that better ensure horizontal learning among schools and 
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among teachers within the same school and include ongoing follow-up professional 

support to teachers. 

13. Further developments of RWCT should aim at adjusting the program to the changes of 

curricular requirements, as well as to those educational targets that the emerging 

student performance assessment system measures. The necessary improvements should 

preserve the construct and pedagogical philosophy of RWCT and its strong emphasis on 

easy applicability. It is recommended to direct the further developments of RWCT in 

Kosovo to enable it to adjust to the more and more diversified teacher needs and policy 

implementation purposes by further modularization of the program, to develop 

supplementary diagnostic, formative and summative pedagogical assessment 

instruments (tests) to each subject or competence based program modules, to 

supplement RWCT with a self-evaluation based school improvement module, and to 

incorporate the costs and necessary activities of developing initial training course 

descriptions and readings into the development of subject-based programs modules. 
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Introduction 
 

This report contains the results of the evaluation of the RWCT program in Kosovo. The report 

was finalized after multiple circles of consultation with the experts of KEC and ESP/LGI. 

The Background section of the report includes the basic information on the recent 

evaluation project and the description of RWCT program and its implementation in Kosovo. 

Section 2 contains the evaluation framework that was applied in this evaluation project. It 

outlines the interpretation of the evaluation questions, the underlying approach to the 

evaluation process, and a list of 24 specific evaluation questions. The section also provides a 

detailed description of the applied methodology, a description of the sample of the field 

work and contains reminders about the limitations of the methodology. 

The findings of the evaluation were presented in Sections 3-5 of this report. In order to avoid 

disconnecting the qualitative and quantitative information revealed by the evaluation and 

their analysis, these sections of the report are organized into thematic clusters that were 

created on the basis of the 24 specific evaluation questions. Section 3 offers an analysis of 

the changing context within which RWCT operated that includes the description of the policy 

and developmental context, as well as a brief description of the institutional context within 

schools that largely determines the work of teachers. Section 4 is the main body of the 

report providing a detailed overview of the findings in relation to the direct impact of RWCT 

on teaching and learning. The overview of impact on teaching includes the effect of 

participation in RWCT training on professional attitudes, teacher activities in the classrooms, 

classroom communication and organization and pedagogical assessment. The overview of 

impact on learning includes the evidences and findings in relation to pupil activities in the 

classroom, the intensity of learning and an overview of the perception of the application of 

RWCT techniques on learning among teachers. This section also includes analysis of the 

sustainability of RWCT developments in Kosovo and an overview on the satisfaction of 

teachers with RWCT trainings. Section 5 offers an insight about the multiple ways how RWCT 

imposed an indirect impact on teacher development in Kosovo. 

Section 6 is a summary of the 12 main findings of the evaluation in connection to each of the 

three main evaluation questions. Section 7 contains recommendations on the further 

improvement of RWCT program in Kosovo based on the findings of the evaluation. The 

Annexes of the report contain the applied methodological instruments and technical 

information about the sources of evidences. 
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1. Background 

 

This evaluation is commissioned by the Kosova Education Center (KEC) and funded by Open 

Society Foundation’s Education Support Program (OSI/ESP). The purpose of the project is the 

independent evaluation of the Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking (RWCT) program in 

Kosovo.  

This study builds on a previous evaluation study undertaken in April 2003 through the 

Kosova Education Center (KEC)  The previous study sought to assess the Reading and Writing 

for Critical Thinking (RWCT) program as it had been implemented in Kosovo.  The current 

study is being conducted 12 years from the initial implementation of the RWCT program in 

Kosovo and is aimed at assessing the extent to which the RWCT program has impacted 

schools and the classroom environment and in turn students’ participation in their 

communities and wider society.   

This evaluation aims to address the following broad questions: 

1. How have RWCT training impacted learning, teaching and assessment practices in 

classrooms? 

2. To what extent have changes in learning, teaching and assessment practices related to 

RWCT training contributed to students’ participation in their communities and wider 

society? 

3. How have stakeholders (i.e., MEST, KEC, WB, etc.) sought to support teachers in their 

attempts to change their classroom practices? 

After being selected, in line with the tasks set by the TOR, the lead consultant of the 

evaluation project delivered the following services: 

 During the first phase the lead consultant conducted desk review, generated draft 

evaluation questions and developed the design for the evaluation that included the 

methodology and evaluation instruments.  

 During the second phase between 19-26, January 2013 the lead consultant conducted 

the field work in Kosovo. 

During the evaluation project, especially during the field work, the staff of KEC provided 

exceptional high quality organizational, logistical and professional support. A great deal of 

the field work was delivered by a group of local researchers. 

This final report contains all the relevant information gathered during the evaluation, the 

findings of the evaluation, as well as certain recommendations for the improvement of 

RWCT in Kosovo. 
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1.1  The description of the program 

 

The Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking (RWCT) project was initiated by the Open 

Society Institute (OSI) and the International Reading Association (IRA) in 1997 as a 

professional development program for teachers and teacher educators. RWCT introduces 

research-based instructional methods to help students think reflectively, take ownership of 

their personal learning, understand the logic of arguments, listen attentively, debate 

confidently and become independent, life-long learners. The program can be used in 

primary, middle and secondary schools, as well as higher education, for all subjects with 

existing curricula. When RWCT was developed, the objectives of such program were not 

clearly determined in terms of targeted pupil competencies. Therefore, RWCT methods are 

adapted for classrooms in order to promote certain educational objectives that include pupil 

competencies, as well as various characteristics of the teaching-learning process. (Since in 

RWCT the emphasis is in good teaching the program does not contain assessment 

instrument to evaluate the development of the competencies of pupils in connection to the 

goals of the Program.) RWCT is designed to promote the following features of teaching and 

learning: 

 Active Inquiry 

 Problem-Solving 

 Critical Thinking 

 Student-Initiated Learning 

 Cooperative Learning 

 Reading and Writing Processes 

 Alternative Assessments 

RWCT has a set of standards and a certification process for both teachers and trainers which 

is available to all participants. There are 4 levels of certification within RWCT program that 

are regulated with RWCT standards prepared by IRA in Washington DC: 

1. Certification as a RWCT attendee 

2. Certification as RWCT teacher 

3. Certification as RWCT trainer 

4. Certification as RWCT certifier 

The implementing agency in Kosovo is the Kosova Education Center (KEC), the 

implementation of the program has started in 2000. The main outputs of the RWCT Program 

are: 

1. An adapted and accredited training program.  
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2. An organized and established professional training and certification network capable for 

further dissemination of RWCT.  

3. Provision of school-based and non school-based training programs and support to 

teachers and education administrators.  

4. Introduction of RWCT in initial teacher training in higher education.  

5. Publication of books, manuals and periodicals promoting RWCT objectives. 

6. After 2003 at the requests of teachers two adaptations were developed for specific 

subjects: for biology and for mathematics. 

 

1.2  Program implementation 

 

During the previous decade of its implementation RWCT was one of the largest educational 

development program in Kosovo, it reached out to almost one fourth of all teachers of the 

country. The table below represents the number of RWCT certified teachers by school years. 

These teachers attended the full set of 120 hours RWCT trainings and they were certified for 

the first level of the program. The 6221 teachers completed the first level were from all 

levels of education staring from primary up to University and taught all school subjects, 

besides physical education teachers who were not part of this training. 

Table 1. Attendance in the RWCT Program provided trainings, 2000-2010 

School year Number of teachers trained 

2000 - 2001     30 

2001 - 2002   350 

2002 - 2003 1.080 

2003 - 2004   452 

2004 - 2005 1.225 

2005 - 2006 1.325 

2006 - 2007     97 

2007 - 2008   990 

2008 - 2009   551 

2009 - 2010   120 

Total: 6.221 
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There were many donors that supported RWCT trainings, such as: OSI, Kosova Foundation 

for Open Society (KFOS), UNICEF, World Bank, KulturKontakt in Austria, Kosovo Educator 

Development Program (KEDP), Ministry of Education and Science and Technology (MEST) in 

Kosovo, Municipal Education Directorates, etc. MEST have supported RWCT training in the 

period 2005-2006. MEST financed the training of 14 groups of teachers (450 teachers) in 

2005 and 16 groups of teachers in 2006 (490 teachers) in 2006. Due to the lack of funds 

RWCT program was not active in the period 2010-2012. In the 2012-13 school year there are 

33 teachers who are in the process of attending RWCT training (120 hours). These teachers 

are covering a part of the training expenses themselves, whereas KEC supports this group by 

providing for each participant a set of 8 RWCT guidebooks free of charge.. 

There were almost 200 teachers who attended the trainings by paying the costs themselves 

and 180 teachers who attended training as a part of volunteer work of the trainers. For both 

group of teachers KEC has contributed by providing for each participant a set of 8 RWCT 

guidebooks for free. Among the number of teachers trained, there were 3 groups of Bosnian 

teachers (90 teachers) who attended the full set of the training (120 hours). For their 

training 8 Guidebooks in Croatian Language were used.  

There are 7 regional RWCT Boards (1 per each region in Kosovo) consisted by at least 3 

certified trainers who are responsible to certify teachers for the second level. Teachers, who 

completed the full package of training and got certificate for the first level, could apply to be 

certified for the second level. After his/her application to the RWCT regional board, he/she 

has to present his/her portfolio. After the evaluation of their portfolio, one of the trainers 

form the Regional Board goes to monitor the teacher in the classroom and then interviews 

him/her. After completing satisfactory all requirements described in the RWCT standards, 

teachers get certificate for the second level. So far, there are 275 teachers certified as RWCT 

trainers. 

The first group of 18 trainers was certified in 2001 by international trainers who trained the 

first group of teachers. Among them, the international RWCT trainers certified 5 University 

teachers as RWCT certifiers in 2005. The certifiers are members of the RWCT Central Body 

that helps the RWCT coordinator in KEC for promoting RWCT program as well as in 

monitoring the certification of teachers for different levels.  

The certification of certifiers opened the possibility to organize the training for RWCT 

trainers. KEC has organized two rounds of training of trainers within RWCT program. The 

participants attended 32 hours of trainings, facilitated a half-day training in their schools 

that was monitored by RWCT certifier, presented their portfolio and were interviewed in 

order to be considered for RWCT certification as trainer. As a result there were 44 teachers 

who satisfactory completed the international RWCT standards and got the certificate as 

RWCT trainer. So there are in total 62 RWCT certified trainers.  

In spite of the results of the 2003 evaluation of RWCT in Kosovo that proved the bigger 

impact of school-based “decentralized” trainings, after 2005 most of the programs were 
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centralized because of government priorities. The intention of the government was to 

strengthen the role of municipalities in education. Therefore, the government gave 

preference to centralized trainings at the level of municipalities and will transfer the 

resources available for RWCT training to the municipalities. 
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2. The evaluation framework 

 

The description of the evaluation framework contains the underlying interpretation and 

specification of the three overall evaluation questions set by the TOR and the description of 

the methodology applied in the course of the evaluation. (The methodological instruments 

and the list of major resources are presented in the annexes.) 

 

2.1  The interpretation of the evaluation questions 

 

2.1.1 Underlying approach to the evaluation 
 

The evaluation was based on the three evaluation questions. However, the interpretation of 

these questions revealed a number of methodological difficulties that inevitably led to 

certain limitations in terms of the capacity of the evaluation project to provide answers. The 

development of the methodological instruments was based on the following understanding 

of the three evaluation questions. 

 

Evaluation question 1. teaching and learning 

The difficulty with the evaluation question on RWCT’s impact on teaching and learning is, 

that due to the lack of an internal standardized student performance system in Kosovo and 

the lack of Kosovo’s participation in international comparative assessment surveys we do 

not have any reliable information on learning outcomes to which RWCT may have 

contributed. The time and resources available for this evaluation did not allow for running a 

targeted assessment of the specific competencies of students. Therefore, the evaluation 

had to rely on the evaluation of RWCT’s impact on the development of that kind of teaching 

practices that has the potential to promote those learning outcomes that are in the heart of 

the RWCT program. Even with these limitations certain cautiousness is needed, because 

there are multiple contextual and developmental factors that determine the instructional 

practice of teachers, as well as the outcomes of learning. As it will be seen, contextualization 

of the findings of the evaluation was a major concern throughout the entire project.  

The focus of this evaluation was the evaluation of teaching and the classroom environment 

of learning, partly against the specific objectives of RWCT, and partly against our 

contemporary understanding of high quality teaching, that it is planned (not spontaneous), 

it is driven by developmental objectives (not by content), it is multilateral (not frontal), it is 
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differentiated (not standardized) and it varies formative and summative assessment 

(instead of using marking exclusively). 

 

Evaluation question 2: student participation 

The competencies that allow active participation in the life of the local community and the 

wider society are in fact sub-sets of those learning outcomes that education has the 

potential to promote. Therefore, the same problem applies to the evaluation of this 

question that was above mentioned in general terms: the lack of information. Therefore, 

this evaluation took a closer look to those teaching practices that are essential in relation to 

this problem, such as generating cooperation, critical reflection, etc. Nevertheless, some 

limited evidence on the attitudes of students towards their participation was collected. Also, 

being social competencies are not developed only by teaching, but also by participation in 

the life of the school, the institutional aspect of the problem – as a third dimension of 

contextualization - was explored, too. 

 

Evaluation question 3: policy and developmental context 

Understanding the systemic, the policy and the developmental context of RWCT without 

which the findings on classroom level impact hardly can be interpreted, is essential, indeed. 

Exploring all these contextual dimensions greatly strengthened the methodological scope of 

the project, entailed a big number of interviews with experts and the representatives of 

various stakeholder groups. Therefore, answering this question required collecting 

information from many different sources outside the schools and the RWCT program. In 

thematic terms this evaluation question covers almost the entire “social value chain”, an 

evaluation framework widely used in program evaluation. (See the figure bellow.) The 

challenge in this respect was maintaining the focus of the evaluation. In order to keep the 

focus of evaluation on the impact of RWCT, only the necessary attention was paid to the 

implementation process, (e.g. the impact of the findings of the 2003 evaluation on the 

strategy and implementation of RWCT) and a great deal of information gathering and 

analyzing effort was invested to the impact chain. 
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Figure 1. The added value chain 

 

Being contextualization a major concern emerged in the interpretation of the three 

evaluation questions the thematic content, as well as the design of the methodology 

incorporated the above mentioned three dimensions: (1) the changing policy context of 

RWCT, (2) the changing developmental context of RWCT and (3) the within school 

institutional context of teaching. 

Figure 2. Contextualization of the evaluation 
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2.1.2 Specific evaluation questions 
 

The specific evaluation questions were aiming at “unpacking” the various aspects of the 

three overall evaluation questions. Their function was connecting the understanding of the 

three overall questions as they were outlined earlier and the instruments of the evaluation. 

The evaluation instruments were designed on the basis of these specific evaluation 

questions but not in a separated way; each instrument supported information collection for 

multiple specific evaluation questions. The kind of hard and soft evidences that allow 

answering the specific evaluation questions were determined by the evaluation instruments 

listed bellow and presented in the annexes. 

The specific evaluation questions are the following: 

1. What are the characteristics of the instruction practice of teachers who participated 

in RWCT training in relation to the management of classroom interactions? 

2. What are the characteristics of the instruction practice of teachers who participated 

in RWCT training in relation to the content of classroom interactions? 

3. What are the characteristics of the instruction practice of teachers who participated 

in RWCT training in relation to the management of learning in the classroom? 

4. What is the perception of teachers of the impact of RWCT training on the 

engagement of pupils in classroom interactions? 

5. What is the perception of teachers of the impact of RWCT training on the content of 

classroom interactions? 

6. What is the perception of teachers of the impact of RWCT training on the way how 

teachers promote and facilitate learning in the classroom? 

7. What is the perception of teachers of the impact of RWCT training on learning 

progress and results of pupils? 

8. How did the participation in RWCT training change the views of teachers on the 

identification of pupil competencies that are essential for community and social 

participation? 

9. What is the perception of school directors and expert associates of the impact of 

RWCT training on classroom interactions, content and the organization of learning? 

10. What is the perception of pupils of their own active participation in the process of 

teaching and learning? 

11. How confident are the pupils about our own judgments? 

12. What is the contribution of school to engaging students in out of school activities? 

13. How did the schools support the application of the pedagogical innovation of RWCT? 
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14. How did the schools ensure the sustainability and internal sharing of the pedagogical 

innovation of RWCT? 

15. What are the school activities offered to the pupils that contribute to the 

development of those competencies that are essential for community and social 

participation? 

16. What changes were implemented in the RWCT program on the basis of the 2003 

evaluation findings? 

17. What were the major impacts of the changes initiated on the basis of the 2003 

evaluation findings? Were the objectives of RWCT directly or indirectly addressed by 

other programs? 

18. What was the relative effectiveness of centralized and decentralized RWCT training 

programs in comparison to the 2003 evaluation findings? 

19. What is the space that curriculum, textbooks, quality evaluation, management, 

pedagogical services and initial teacher training created for the application of RWCT 

teaching methods? 

20. How much did RWCT fit into the development objectives and strategies of the 

government and the international donor agencies? 

21. What were the other development programs that had the potential to strengthen 

the impact of RWCT on teaching? 

22. What were the elements of RWCT and other development programs that had the 

potential to strengthen the sustainability of the impact of RWCT trainings on 

teaching? 

23. What were the major policy initiatives of the MEST having the potential to influence 

the classroom practices of teachers? 

24. What were the contextual factors that were obstacles to the maximum impact of the 

RWCT capacity building programs? 

 

2.2  The methodology of the evaluation  

 

There were seven different methods of inquiry applied in the course of the evaluation: 

 document review 

 collection and analysis of data 

 classroom observation 

 teacher survey 

 focus group interview with teachers 
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 focus group interview with pupils 

 stakeholder interview 

The short description of the individual methods of information gathering contains the 

sources of information. 

2.2.1 Document review 

Prior to the fieldwork and in the course of the fieldwork all the relevant documents were 

collected and analyzed. Especially documents were collected that are relevant for the 

planning and implementation of RWCT program: evaluation reports, general education 

reports, donor strategies and expert studies. (See the list of documents in Annex: 8.2) 

2.2.2 Collection and analysis of data 

The most important data that were collected and analyzed are the following: 

 data on the basic program indicators,  

 statistical data on the education system,  

 data on the INSET system, 

 data on other donor programs, 

 the quantitative data provided by the classroom observation and the teacher survey. 

2.2.3 Classroom observation  

For the sake of comparability with the results of the 2003 evaluation project this evaluation 

used the same classroom observation protocol (See Annex 8.1.1.) that was developed by the 

American Institutes of Research (AIR) and assesses the impact of the RWCT model on the 

following classroom practices: 

• Higher order thinking 

• Deep knowledge 

• Substantive conversation 

• Connections to the world beyond the classroom 

• Lesson plan 

• Teacher interaction with pupils 

• Classroom organization 

• Teacher wait time 

One 45 minutes class of each of the same 45 teachers was observed, who responded to the 

questions of the survey. The teachers were informed about the purpose of the inquiry. The 

schools were informed in advance to the observation, but for the sake of minimizing 

distortion of the results the individual teachers were informed only before the start of the 

lesson. All teachers accepted to be monitored and signed the letter of acceptance. The 
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researchers who conducted the classroom observation were prepared for the appropriate 

use of the instrument. 

2.2.4 Teacher survey 

The teacher survey questionnaire was filled by teachers, whose classes were observed and 

who have participated in the focus groups. For the sake of comparability with the results of 

the 2003 evaluation project the teacher survey keeps the structure and most of the question 

items of the AIR-developed instrument used in the 2003 RWCT evaluation in Kosovo. Being 

the scope of this evaluation broader, the original questionnaire was supplemented with new 

question, or new items within the old questions. (See Annex 8.1.2) The questionnaire 

consists of five sections:  

• Views about schooling and teaching 

• Teaching activities 

• Instructional practices 

• Background information 

• Experiences with RWCT 

Teachers filled in the questionnaire immediately after the observation of their classes. 

2.2.5 Focus group interviews: teachers  

Four groups of teachers participated in the focus groups: 

1. those certificated teachers who participated in RWCT training during the last five years, 

2. those certificated teachers who participated in RWCT training earlier, that allows to 

assess the sustainability of the capacity building investment of RWCT, 

3. those who did not participate in RWCT training as the control group of the previous two 

other groups 

4. those who did not participate in RWCT training but expressed their intention to do so, in 

order to explore expectations towards RWCT (The participants of this focus group did 

not fill the survey). 

The instrument for focus group discussions contain general questions that are designed to 

generate discussion that will allow the deeper understanding and interpretation of the 

information that is provided by the classroom observation and the teacher survey. (See: 

Annex: 8.1.3.) The focus group discussions were conducted by local researchers in Albanian 

language and the results were reported in an English language summary. Before the actual 

field research, the lead consultant also participated in two focus group discussions with 

teachers. 

2.2.6 Focus groups interviews: pupils 
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Four focus groups (two in urban schools, two in village schools) were conducted with 7-9. 

grade pupils, one with almost all teachers who were trained by RWCT, one with a significant 

number of RWCT trained teachers, and two who were taught only by any RWCT trained 

teachers. The group discussion was guided on the basis of the questions of the focus group 

guide (See Annex 8.1.5.) not in the presence of teachers. One observer guided the 

discussion, while the other observer made notes. After a short discussion the views of the 

pupils was quantified by voting. The focus group discussions were conducted by local 

researchers in Albanian language and the results were reported in an English language 

summary. 

2.2.7 Stakeholder interviews 

24 interviews were made with representatives of various stakeholders groups. The major 

stakeholders who were interviewed are the following: 

 Program stakeholders and program staff, 

 RWCT trainers, 

 Program staff of other educational development programs, 

 Experts of various fields (pedagogical research, curriculum/standards, textbook 

publishing, quality assessment/examinations, etc.) 

 Inspectors, 

 University faculty providing initial teacher training, 

 Representatives and trainers of INSET provider organizations, 

 Representatives of MEST and other relevant government agencies or local authorities, 

 Representatives of international donor agencies and organizations, 

 School directors,  

 School psychologists, „pedagogues”, other expert associates, 

The instrument for the stakeholder interviews provided a structured list of matters that are 

relevant for the understanding the contextual factors largely determining the success of the 

program. During the individual interviews only those matters were addressed that were 

applicable according the position of the respondents. Each problem was covered by multiple 

interviews with different stakeholders. (See: Annex 8.1.4.) The interviews were conducted 

by the lead consultant with the help of an interpreter.  
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2.3  The sample and the limitations of the methodology 

 

The composition of the sample 

For the teacher survey, the focus group discussions and the classroom observation a sample 

of 45 teachers was selected. All teachers participated in the focus group discussion, filled in 

the survey and one of their classes was observed. The sample consists three sub-groups: 

 15 teachers who were trained by RWCT before the 2003 evaluation. 

 15 teachers who were trained in the last five years. 

 A control group of 15 teachers who did not participate in RWCT trainings. 

The teachers in the sample are working in eight different municipalities: Prishtine, Gjakove, 

Peje, Junik, Krushe , Gjilan, Millosheve, Obiliq. The level of the education where the teachers 

of the sample work and their qualification is exhibited on the following figures. 

 

Chart 1. The level of education of teachers in the sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19 

26 

Level of education 

Classroom teachers Subject teachers
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Chart 2. The level of qualification of teachers in the sample 

 

 

As far as the educational levels and subjects of the teachers in the sample are concerned, 42 

percent of the teachers are classroom teachers, the rest is teaching nine different subjects 

at lower and upper secondary education. 

Table 2. The composition of the sample: cycles and subjects 

Cycle/subject Number of teachers 

Elementary (classroom teacher) 19 

Biology  3 

History  3 

Mathematics 4 

Albanian language 7 

Civic education 1 

Geography 4 

Physics  2 

Chemistry  1 

English language  1 

Total:                                       45 

 

14 

31 

Qualification 

Higher Pedagogical School (2 years university program)

4 years university program
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Due to the very limited professional mobility of teachers, one of the specific features of the 

teaching profession is that age and work experience are basically interchangeable variables. 

Therefore, being work experience more relevant from the perspective of this evaluation, the 

analysis of the data of the survey and the classroom observation results uses work 

experience as a proxy for “younger” and “older” teachers. As the distributions in Table 3 

shows, in terms of experience in the teaching profession the sample of the survey and 

classroom observation is rather balanced. 

Table 3. The composition of the sample: experience (years in the profession) 

Number of years in the profession Number of teachers 

  1 – 10 16 

11 – 20  12 

21 – 30  12 

31 -   2 

not responded   3 

Total:                                       45 

 

The number of male teachers is rather small within all of the three subgroups: 4 among 

those who were trained before 2003, 4 among those who were trained after 2003 and 6 in 

the control group. This small size of the male teacher subsample does not allow for any 

conclusions in relation to the possible differences between the practice of male and female 

teachers.  

The average years of experience of the three subgroups of the sample are rather different: 

20,7 years of the teachers trained before 2003, 10,3 years of the teachers trained after 2003 

and 16 years of the control group. Being the difference among the groups trained before and 

after 2003 bigger than the difference between the periods of the time of their participation 

in the trainings, whenever differences are observed between the two groups it will be 

controlled against the work experience variable, too. For the work experience variable 

teachers are grouped into three categories: 1-10 years, 11-20 years and 21 or more years of 

experience. (See: Table 4.) 

For the level/subject variable three contracted categories were created: the group of 

classroom teachers, the group of teachers teaching natural sciences (biology, mathematics, 

geography, physics, chemistry), and the group of teachers teaching humanities (history, 

Albanian language, civic education, English language).  42% of the whole sample (19 

teachers) is classroom teachers teaching in elementary level, 31% (14 teachers) are teaching 

natural sciences and 27% (12 teachers) are teaching humanities at higher levels. (See: Table 
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4.) Although, the proportion of classroom teachers within the group trained after 2003 and 

the teachers of natural sciences within the control group is a little bit higher, the distribution 

of the three categories is rather balanced. 

 

Table 4. The comparison of the composition of the three subgroups of the teacher sample: 

level/subject and work experience 

Level/subject Subgroups of the sample 

Trained 
before 2003 

Trained after 
2003 

Control 
group 

Total 

Classroom teacher 6 9 4 19 

Teaching natural sciences 3 3 8 14 

Teaching humanities 6 3 3 12 

Total 15 15 15 45 

Work experience (years)     

  1 - 10 0 9 7 16 

11 - 20 8 2 2 12 

21 -  7 1 4 12 

Total 15 12 15 42 

 

For the focus groups interviews four groups of 7-9 grade pupils were selected. The position 

of 31 resource persons who were interviewed in the course of the stakeholder interviews 

covers all the roles that are described in 2.2.7 section of the description of the 

methodology. (The list of interviewed persons is provided in the annex.) 

The limitations of the methodology 

The evaluation methodology was designed to get relevant information on a list of complex 

matters from various different sources. The diversity of methods that were used served well 

the evaluation purposes. However, due to the limited time and resources available for the 

project, it does not allow for applying these methods on a big sample of respondents. It is 

important to note that the small sample size undermines the reliability of the statistical 

analysis of the result of the survey and the classroom observation. This is especially 

problematic in the case of multidimensional analysis. In the analysis the number of sampling 
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zeroes was so high that three dimensional contingency tables were hard to interpreted. 

Moreover, it is recommended to use chi square test only if no cells in the contingency table 

has expectancy less than 5. This rule of thumb is usually violated in this analysis due to the 

small sample size. Therefore only main trends are reported without any test of 

independence. Also, three dimensional cross-tabulations are used only to double check the 

relative explanatory power of various variables but their results are not reported among the 

findings. 

In general, in statistical terms the samples of the evaluation research methods are not 

representing any of the specific groups of respondents; therefore, the results can’t be 

interpreted as such. The information gathered in the course of the evaluation by teacher 

survey and classroom observation is interpreted as qualitative evidence (“signals”) that – 

together with other soft information - contributes to the development of the expert 

judgments of the evaluator. 

Another limitation of the methodology to be kept in mind flows from the fact that teachers 

who were participating in RWCT programs are “trained respondents”; since they were aware 

of the purpose of the evaluation they decoded the questions as expectations and responded 

in line with these perceived expectations. To a certain extent, the differences between the 

answers of teachers who participated in RWCT training and those, who didn’t, reflect the 

differences of their preparedness to provide the “right answer”.  

The same applies to classroom observation; the presence of the observers turns the classes 

to demonstration situations. Therefore, classroom observation allows drawing conclusions 

on what teachers are able to do in the classroom, but not on what they actually do on a daily 

basis.  
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3. The changing context of the program 

 

Any observed differences between the teaching practice of teacher who attended RWCT 

training and those who did not, normally hardly can be attributed to the impact of the 

training alone. There might be various policy interventions or other programs that may 

contribute to these differences. Therefore, understanding the policy and developmental 

context of RWCT, as well as understanding the interplay among these contextual factors is 

essential for assessing the impact of RWCT. Also, mapping out the institutional environment 

of the work of teachers trained by RWCT is necessary for two reasons: partly to enable the 

evaluation to assess the scope of change determined by this context and partly for assessing 

the sustainability of the improvements. 

 

3.1 The policy and developmental context 

 

Far before the declaration of independence in 2008, an autonomous education governance 

system was established from 1999. However, basically the system was managed by UNMIK 

that was supported by local experts. Originally a completely centralized system was 

introduced. The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST) was established in 

2002, two years after the launch of RWCT program. The governance and policy environment 

of the delivery of RWCT till the declaration of independence can be characterized by two 

features. Partly by a “governance vacuum”, since most contemporary governance 

instruments were not yet established, and partly by extreme centralization, within which 

changing MEST priorities and decisions largely determined the potential of RWCT to reach 

out to teachers. 

After the declaration of independence two – still ongoing - parallel processes were initiated: 

decentralization of the management of education to the 42 municipalities of Kosovo and the 

gradual building of contemporary governance instruments in education. In 2008 most 

responsibilities in relation to providing educational services were deployed to municipalities. 

In fact central government remained responsible only for curriculum and inspection. 

However, in terms of the operation of the system it is still very much centralized. Although, 

in theory municipalities are responsible for the quality of education that their institutions are 

providing, in fact their only instrument to ensure quality is the selection of teachers.  The 

Municipal Education Departments are working on the basis of a rather archaic concept of 

educational quality. For example, one of the bases for judging the quality of schools is the 

statistics on the grades given to student by their teachers that all municipalities are 

collecting on a regular basis. Generally speaking, municipality ownership hardly goes beyond 
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the operation of schools and the employment of teachers. Decentralization of the 

management of education didn’t went further, as it will be seen later, institutional, fiscal and 

professional school autonomy is in fact non-existent.  

The framework for current changes in education is presented in the Kosovo Education 

Strategic Plan 2011-2016. It partly establishes the foundations for major changes of 

regulations and policies for making operational the new law on pre-university education 

adopted in 2011. It’s equally importantly role to serve as an instrument for the cooperation 

with international donor agencies. There are certain developments incorporated into the 

strategy that are being implemented, while others are not. For example, the introduction of 

self-evaluation based school development is incorporated to the strategy – that would be an 

essential investment into the institutional context of the professional development of 

teachers - but this measure was not implemented and no law amendment is foreseen in this 

respect.  

The major ongoing developments that are largely determining of the policy context of 

professional development in Kosovo are (1) the new financial allocation system, (2) 

curriculum reform, (3) the emerging system of the assessment of the achievement of pupils, 

(4) the development of inspection and (5) the licensing of teachers that positions them on 

the salary scale. 

 

The system of financial allocation 

The first major change in the financing system affected the compensation of teachers. In 

2008 a salary scale was introduced for teachers with four levels. The position of the teachers 

– at that time - depended on qualification and time spent in the profession.  

As a consequence of decentralization to municipalities certain fiscal decentralization 

measures were implemented in 2009. Within the new allocation system earmarked 

resources are deployed to the municipalities on a per capita basis. However, the amount of 

money is determined and earmarked to each individual schools and the scope of revenue 

sharing between the state budget and the municipalities is extremely limited. Therefore, in 

the case of Kosovo fiscal decentralization did not go beyond the decentralization of budget 

administration.  

As far as financing professional development is concerned, the central budget sets aside 

funds for this purpose, but this money was used centrally so far. The most important reason 

for this was the MEST initiative in 2009 of upgrading the qualification of those teachers, who 

had only Higher Pedagogical School (HPS) qualification, which represents two years of higher 

education, to a full four years initial training qualification. This initiative – together with the 

matching contribution of MEST to the Basic Education Program of USAID and the MEST 

financed ICT trainings for teachers - diverted all centrally available resources for professional 

development of teachers. Basically the resource detracting impact of this initiative was one 

of the reasons why delivering RWCT trainings was stopped in 2010. Recently the decision 
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was made that from 2014, 70 percent of the resources for professional development will be 

allocated to municipalities.  

Independently of the narrow educational financing line some central budget money is 

allocated to municipalities for “goods and services”. In theory, municipalities are allowed to 

purchase training services, but in fact they don’t use these resources for this. Professional 

development is considered to be funded by central and donor resources. 

 

Curriculum reform 

In 2000 in an UNICEF supported project a Curriculum Framework was developed and 

adopted in 2001. A new and still ongoing curriculum reform was initiated after the 

declaration of independence. The curriculum reform creates a very complex three levels 

regulation system. In 2011 a Curriculum Framework was adopted that sets the common 

content foundations. The last year three Core Curricula were developed for pre-schools and 

elementary schools, for lower secondary and for upper secondary education. The core 

curricula contain competence targets, content for broad curricular areas, teaching 

methodology and guidelines for teacher activities in the classroom. In many respects the 

core curricula returns to the 2001 Curriculum Framework. Therefore, the new Curriculum 

Framework will be amended very soon on the basis of the core curricula. So far there were 

no separate examination requirements (standards) for the Matura examination, it was 

curriculum based. Recently the development of Matura standards has started on the bases 

of new curricula. 

The third level is the school-based pedagogical programs that contain the curricula for the 

individual subjects. At the moment the core curricula are piloted in ten schools, actually 

without any introductory training but with very limited support of MEST experts. These 

curricula will be developed by teachers. The pedagogical programs will be introduced till the 

2018/19 school year. The core curricula set targets for teaching and learning in terms of 

competencies that might create a gap between its learning outcomes based approach and 

the still process and subject knowledge oriented approach of most teachers. Therefore, the 

implementation of the new curricula will obviously generate demand for in-service trainings. 

The competencies that the new curricula are focusing on are very much similar to those that 

RWCT intends to promote. For example, critical thinking is among those competencies that 

the new curricula are emphasizing. (In addition to this, RWCT is instrumental in increasing 

the capacity of teachers to develop any other competencies.) 

 

Assessment  

The operation of the emerging system of external assessment of the achievement of pupils is 

done by the MEST Department for Standards and Assessment. In spite of various 
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investments into the capacity of the experts working for the Department, it struggles with 

the shortage of professionals with assessment competencies.  

The recent system includes the testing of pupils at three levels: grades 5, 9 and the Matura 

examination. At grade 5 pupils are tested in the subjects of Albanian Language and 

Mathematics, whereas in the 9 grade students are tested in all school subjects except 

physical education.  In grade 5 each subject is tested on a 6 thousand sample of students. 

The test is connected to the curriculum, but basically it is a PISA type of competence test. 

The test has been applied annually at the grade 9 level since 2005. The grade 9 test is 

basically curriculum based, but also attempts to assess skills and competencies. The main 

areas of the assessment are knowledge, understanding, application and critical thinking. As 

far as the critical thinking component is concerned, at the beginning the results were very 

poor, but later it improved a little bit. The critical thinking component’s power is the 

strongest; it largely determines results in other components. However, the assessment 

instruments are to be improved in order to enable the system to measure critical thinking in 

a reliable way. 

The assessment results are serving primarily policy making in the ministry. There is no any 

kind of open feedback of the assessment information; the Department reports the result to 

the MEST and municipalities only. The compulsory subjects of the Matura are mathematics, 

mother tongue and English language. As it was mentioned already, the Matura exam is 

curriculum-based. There are standards but it is reviewed in every year, do not serve as an 

output regulation instrument.  

 

Inspection 

In 2009 the former Regional Offices of the ministry that were in charge of operating the 

infrastructure of education became inspectorates. The main task of regional inspectorates is 

monitoring the implementation of regulations and monitoring educational processes. The 

specific functions of inspectorates are: classroom observation, legal/administrative 

inspection, and the evaluation of the work of directors. Full inspection includes a sort of self-

evaluation. Self-evaluation is done in the schools only within external inspection, it is not a 

mandatory task of schools in Kosovo. Internal monitoring is the task of directors what should 

be carefully documented. One full inspection lasts 3-4 days. In case of identifying problems 

the inspectors do follow-up inspection after 6 month. Due to the limited capacities of the 

inspectorates, full inspection is performed in 2 schools a month because inspectors are doing 

other types of inquiries, too.  

 

Licensing and performance evaluation of teachers 

As it was mentioned earlier, a salary scale was introduced for teachers in 2008. In 2010 it 

was supplemented with new elements on the basis of a newly adopted Teacher 
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Qualifications Framework, which is a complex system designed for licensing teachers.  

Within this system the new elements that determine the compensation of teachers are the 

participation in professional development and on the evaluation of the performance of 

teachers. Since for licensing of the teachers participation only in accredited in-service 

training programs counts, the system was matched by new regulation of the accreditation of 

professional development programs. The introduction of the licensing system mobilized 

teachers and generated demand for in-service trainings. As far as the supplementary two 

year university programs for upgrading the qualification of HPS graduated teachers is 

concerned, many experts and teachers agree, that in terms of professional development it 

was not very effective.  

Generally speaking, teachers – regardless of having been participated in RWCT or not – are 

satisfied with the quality of their initial training. In the teacher survey of this evaluation the 

overwhelming majority of teachers agreed the statement: “I was properly prepared for my 

teaching work during my initial training.” The satisfaction with the initial training is equally 

strong among the teachers teaching different subjects and at different levels and does not 

depend on the years of experience. This high level of satisfaction in Kosovo is rather unique 

in international comparison and hard to explain. 

 

Chart 3. The level of agreement with the statement of “I was properly prepared for my 

teaching work during my initial training” among the three groups of teachers 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

Licensing of teachers is partly based on the evaluation of the performance of teachers. 

Although, the criteria of performance evaluation are not clear, it is obvious that it does not 

include any school-based activities beyond teaching in the classroom. Therefore, the 
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licensing initiative keeps the education system as very much individual teachers centered, as 

it was.  

 

Missing essential services 

In fact, the only professional service that is available for teachers in Kosovo is in-service 

training. However, there is no a state maintained in-service training provider institutional 

network in the country. Due to the lack of a publicly maintained network of training 

institutions, most INSET programs are provided only by a few NGOs and by various 

international donor programs themselves.  Those professional services that are provided to 

school, pupils with various developmental problems or to parents are basically non-existent 

in Kosovo. Partly this is the reason for the already mentioned prevailing exclusively teacher 

centered view of educational development, that is very much limited to capacity building 

programs. This teacher centered view of the improvement of education has its limits that 

reduce the effectiveness of investments in this field. In addition to that, project-based 

investment into the capacity of teachers without a permanent institutional basis raises 

questions about the sustainability of the impact of such efforts. In the case of RWCT the 

operation of KEC reduces these concerns. 

RWCT trained teachers are very much aware of their need for follow-up professional 

support. For example, the majority of teachers participated in the focus groups organized 

within this evaluation are asked for additional support, especially to get information how to 

implement some difficult techniques such as: reading in pairs, experts sheets, etc.  

Due to the lack of any procedures determining the capacity building needs of teachers, at 

the moment the system of professional development is almost completely supply driven in 

Kosovo. In theory, the decisions on teachers’ participation in INSET programs are made by 

the municipalities. Practically, municipalities are requested by the MEST or by the program 

offices of international donor agencies to ensure the participation of a certain number of 

teachers. This evaluation did not find any signs of serious professional development planning 

in the municipalities. The Basic Education Program provided trainings for the staff of the 

Municipal Education Departments on planning professional development, but actually it 

appears to be a rather theoretical knowledge.  

The number of available participation opportunities is allocated among the schools by the 

municipalities, and then it’s up to the management style of the directors that they appoint 

the participants, or they collect and forward the applications of interested teachers. The only 

“demand driven” element in this system is the fact, that there are teachers who are willing 

and can afford to pay the costs of their participation on their own. The number of actors in 

the education system that are interested in building a supply driven system of professional 

development seems to be very limited. 

Another important service to be taken into account is textbook publishing. Improving the 

methodological repertoire of teachers inevitably entails bigger demand for the wide range of 
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text used in the teaching-learning process. As far as textbook publishing is concerned, the 

situation is not much better. In theory there are available alternative textbooks on the 

market. However, textbooks for primary schools are fully subsidized and there was a political 

decision that the free textbook will be only the ones determined by the MEST. Since schools 

don’t have budgets, the huge majority of them are using only the free textbook. In the 

course of the curriculum reform new standards for textbook will be developed and teachers 

will be allowed to use alternative texts, but the monopoly of free textbooks will remain in 

place. The authors of textbooks are usually university teachers typically with very limited 

pedagogical knowledge; therefore, there are concerns about the quality of textbooks. A 

similar problem applies to initial teacher training: there is a serious shortage of readings. 

 

The development context of RWCT before 2008 

Although, various donor agencies were active in Kosovo before the declaration of 

independence, the most important investments into the capacities of teachers were the OSI 

initiated Step by Step Program (SbS) and RWCT. Since both programs were operated by KEC, 

it played an outstanding role in professional development in education. Cooperation 

between SbS and RWCT was stronger in periods of time, when the government asked for 

active teaching trainings. Due to the reliable international quality assurance of SbS and 

RWCT and to the relative lack of alternative adapted know-how available in Kosovo, a big 

proportion of the financial support of international donor agencies deployed for educational 

development was allocated to these two programs. This resulted in a remarkable 

concentration of efforts. This unique position of RWCT in professional development led to an 

extraordinary outreach. Bearing in mind the relative governance vacuum of this period on 

time, as well as the extraordinary position of the program, the evaluation of the impact of 

RWCT shouldn’t count with the impact of too many external “interferences”.  

 

The development context after 2008 

89 percent of teachers participated in RWCT programs were trained till the declaration of 

independence, and all of them in the period of time when the large scale development 

programs initiated after 2008 – as well as the policy changes outlined in the previous section 

– has not started. Therefore, mapping out these new developments is not necessarily 

important for the interpretation of the findings on RWCT impact on teaching. However, it is 

essential from the perspective of recommendations for the further improvement of RWCT in 

Kosovo. The most important development programs are the following: 

 The World Bank education project. The objective of the “Institutional Development for 

Education” project of the World Bank was strengthening systems, institutions and 

management capacities at the central, municipal and school level. The project addressed 

four major problems: (1) the development of the organization and financing of the 

education system, (2) the improvement of management capacities in pre-university 
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education, (3) reducing multiple shifts in schools, and (4) strengthening the management 

capacities at system and school levels. This program did not contain direct investments 

into the capacity of teachers, but largely determined the transformation of its policy 

context.  

 EU funded programs. There were two EU funded programs implemented that invested 

into the professional development of teachers in Kosovo: the EU SWAP education 

program and a 2009 IPA program implemented by GIZ. The EU SWAP program had three 

major components: (1) building the capacities of MEST and development at the central 

and municipal levels, (2) curriculum development and (3) teacher training development. 

The teacher training component was connected to the IPA 2009 program on the 

improvement of teacher training. Within the framework of these two programs the 

Teacher Licensing System was updated, that included the development of the Teacher 

Competency Profile, a manual on the accreditation of INSET providers was produced, the 

Teacher Training Catalogues were produced and distributed and the development of the 

University of Pristina’s Faculty of Education was supported.  

 USAID Basic Education Program (BEP).  In very general terms, the program aims to 

improve the capacity of Kosovo’s schools to provide relevant skills for its students. The 

program has three major components: (1) School management on the basis of standards 

for school directors. (This component includes the establishment of 24 professional 

development centers in 24 schools located in different municipalities.) (2) Assessment 

for learning that includes the building the capacities of the assessment agency of MEST. 

(3) Teacher professional development component managed by KEC that includes the 

development of guidebooks for 12 subjects and the connected subject courses. These 

trainings are delivered through a cascade model. The trainings are school-based and 

supplemented with follow-up support and follow-up monitoring. There are two features 

of BEP that are important references for the further improvement of RWCT. The first is 

its “whole school” approach that is essential in order to alleviate the very much 

individual teacher oriented professional development system of Kosovo. The second 

characteristic of BEP to be mentioned is its strong focus on learning outcomes; it is 

oriented towards the development of skills that are selected on the basis of the 

economic profile of Kosovo with a strong emphasis on reading literacy competencies.  

 

The overall context of professional development 

As it was indicated, there is not a public network of INSET provider institution in place in 

Kosovo. One of the reasons for this is the already mentioned lack of institutionalized 

professional support provided to teachers, pupils and parents that would host INSET 

provisions, too. Therefore, this feature of the education system in the country does not 

result in the lack of certain services (such as dyslexia or logopedic screening) only, but in an 

indirect way contributes to the weak professionalization of the training services. For 
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example, most of the trained trainers active in professional development are not fully 

employed by a training providing organization. Among these circumstances the role of 

certain NGOs – such as the Teacher Association or KEC – is not simply supplementary; in fact 

these organizations are the mainstream system. The Faculty of Education of the Prishtina 

University, as well as other faculties involved in teacher training are great assets in terms of 

professionals working as trainers. However, universities in Kosovo are not capable training 

provider institutions that are able to reach out to many schools. 

 

 “The Ministry of Education prepares official documents that emphasize the 

necessity to prepare students for being successful people in their life, but does 

not offer enough teacher training courses that trains teachers how to achieve 

this goal during their teaching process.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

So far there were two attempts to alleviate this institutional shortage: establishing network 

of Didactic Centers established by KEC and the network of school-based professional 

development centers by the Basic Education Program. Since 2002 the 5 regional didactic 

centers are maintained by the MEST. Their original function was offering space and logistical 

support INSET programs and to provide ongoing methodological support to teachers. Their 

basic professional asset was the regional network of trained RWCT trainers. Actually most of 

the centers are in fact inactive, partly due to the lack of public resources needed for their 

stable operation, and partly because of the weak demand for methodological support 

among teachers. Due to its school based approach the Basic Education Program did not build 

on the already existing network of didactic centers. The BEP investment to the 

institutionalization of INSET provision – beyond serving well the immediate needs of the 

program, itself - will definitely contribute to the enrichment of institutional activities of the 

host schools and will be able to effectively promote horizontal learning among school. 

However, as a sustainable investment into the institutionalization of INSET provisions it is 

quite questionable. 

The professional development of teachers is an extremely knowledge-intensive service. 

Therefore, regular empirical research in education and knowledge management are very 

important conditions of high quality and sustainable professional development of teachers. 

In theory, this would be the task of the Pedagogical institute that was established in 2005. 

The Institute works with 19 experts whose main tasks are supporting schools and 

researching the training needs of schools. However, the staff of the Institute consists of 

former teachers who are all subject specialist. There is no systematic research conducted 

and development done in the Institute. The institute’s participation in international 

cooperation is weak. Therefore, it is not active in know-how import and adaptation. The 
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Institute is not involved in providing analysis for policy development, either. The pedagogical 

Institute does not publish an educational journal. Only an annual book – in fact a kind of year 

book - is published with research results. The Institute has no separate website, it 

disseminates some limited knowledge through the website of MEST. To sum it all up, the 

capacity of the Pedagogical Institute to provide systematic knowledge management is very 

weak. As a consequence, international donor programs will continue playing an outstanding 

role in adapting and disseminating knowledge in education.  

 

3.2 The institutional context in schools 

 

International experience proves that the effective way of ensuring the improvement of the 

professional competencies of teachers is embedding their professional development into 

school-based frameworks of organizational learning. Due to the lack of empirical research 

evidence it is hard to assess the institutional environment of professional development 

within the schools in Kosovo. However, on the basis of the analysis of the policy context and 

interviews with a big number of various actors – especially with directors and teachers - 

certain characteristics of the operation of schools can be grasped. 

As it was mentioned earlier, the first steps of decentralization in education in 2008 were not 

followed up with further steps to increase the very limited scope of school autonomy. 

Therefore, the basic conditions of organizational learning in schools are missing. The 

management authorities of school directors are extremely limited, even employment 

decisions over teachers are exercised by the heads of the Education Departments of 

municipalities since 2009. It does not weaken the directors’ formal decision-making 

authorities only, even rather soft professional leadership roles can’t be performed 

effectively without having decisive influence on the selection of teachers. If the quality of the 

work of teachers is poor, directors have no instruments or authority to act upon it. Schools 

do not have budgets, all educational expenditures are administrated directly by the 

municipalities. As a school director noted: “The budget fully determines the frameworks”. 

The most important underlying reason for maintaining a hardly manageable organizational 

school construct is the prevailing concept of “good school” that is very traditional; it is not a 

school that produces the highest average learning results with all pupils, but those that have 

high quality infrastructure, produces good results in Olympiads with a few talented pupils, 

and in which pupils receive high grades from teachers. Meeting these types of external 

expectations does not require the reconsideration of the way how schools are operating. 

The view of teachers of a “good school” is not very much different in Kosovo. When the 

participants of the focus groups were asked about the characteristics of high quality schools 

the most frequently mentioned ones were enough space for organizing teaching and 

learning, labs that can be used by teachers and students, schools that cooperate with 

different donors in order to offer professional development of teachers and equipment of 
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labs, a school principal that is a leader and effective communicator, and a staff of qualified 

teachers. In relation to the role of parents in creating a high quality school the views of the 

teachers were sometimes contradictory; there were teachers who mentioned the need of 

having “cooperative parents”, while others mentioned the ability of the school to develop 

good communication with parents. Very few teachers mentioned characteristics of high 

quality schools that contemporary education science emphasizes, such as the ethos of the 

school or good cooperation among teachers. Nevertheless, there are teachers who are 

aware that the most important features of high quality schools are their ability to adjust to 

external expectations and to equip pupils with the competencies that they will need. 

 

“A quality school is that that is open to changes and takes into consideration 

how to prepare students for their life in the future.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

The internal organization of schools remained untouched, too. The traditional cooperation 

frameworks are in place, such as the “aktivs” (the groups of teachers teaching the same 

subjects) and the “classroom councils” (the group of teachers teaching the same pupils). The 

heads of “aktivs” and “classroom councils” are not considered to form a middle layer of 

school management, the operation of these frameworks is very formal and limited. A 

common heritage of the countries of the former Yugoslavia is the role of “pedagogues” in 

the schools. In other countries of the region pedagogues often played a very instrumental 

role by managing cooperation among teachers for multiple purposes, such as professional 

development. In 2000 the position of pedagogues was abrogated in Kosovo. As teachers and 

schools directors reported in the course of this evaluation the major pattern of cooperation 

among teachers is exchanging information during the break between classes. In a few 

schools information sharing is attempted by rather formal presentations of teachers who 

participated in various trainings, but even in these schools teachers do not visit each other’s 

classes. During the focus group discussions teachers mentioned that they rarely ask others 

for professional support. They usually prefer to use books and internet to get ideas how to 

master their profession. It was also mentioned that teachers do not go to monitor other 

colleagues, because they think this can put them under pressure of being monitored, too. In 

the course of the evaluation there were certain indications of strengthened cooperation 

among teachers who participated in RWCT trainings, but it was not very much expanded to 

those, who didn’t. 

The view of the external evaluator and that of teachers working in the schools of Kosovo on 

the intensity of cooperation is very different. In this evaluation the perception of teachers of 

knowledge and information sharing was inquired by multiple questions in the teacher 

survey. As the results summarized in the following figure show that – in spite of the lack of 

any mandatory institutionalized quality improvement framework - the big majority of 
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teachers are satisfied with the actual intensity of cooperation within their schools; only very 

few of them feels not receiving enough support from the principal and not discussing and 

sharing ideas with colleagues. It is the sign that teaching is considered to be a “lonely 

profession” by the teachers, themselves. 

Chart 4. Teachers’ view on the quality of professional cooperation within their schools. 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

Another aspect of the lack of organizational learning within the schools is the lack of 

mechanisms capable to identify the real professional development needs of teachers. In 

theory, all schools in Kosovo - in fact the directors of the schools - prepare school 

development plans. However, due to the lack of any resources for the implementation of 

these plans it is a rather formal exercise. As a director have put it: “it’s only paper work”. 

School development plans are approved by the school council, but not by the municipalities, 

that would be able to follow-up school level planning. In theory, school development plans 

contain the professional development of teachers. Since these plans are not based on self-

evaluation and typically the “aktivs” are not involved in planning, they reflect the perception 

of school directors on the capacity building needs of teachers. According to these plans most 

directors would like to have subject teaching courses. However, according to the needs 

assessment of the didactic center in Gjakova, the large majority of teachers are rather 

interested in participating in RWCT trainings, that is much more oriented on teaching 

methods. Municipalities are also obliged to make three years development plans, but it’s 

also a rather formal exercise, since it has very limited impact on concrete decisions on 

participation. 

Various large scale international donor programs invested into building school development 

capacities. For example, within the World Bank program 209 schools received grants through 

the School Development Grant component to implement their priority activities related to 
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quality improvements in education. Also, the GIZ implemented IPA 2009 program and BEP 

jointly produced a standard school development template (in fact much more a 

management tool than a self-evaluation based school improvement planning) of which the 

application was supported by training. However, investments into activities that would 

require much more institutional autonomy, resources and well-defined mandatory tasks 

have a rather limited impact. 

To sum it all up, it is not only the governance of education that is extremely teachers 

centered, this prevailing approach directly flows from the way, how schools are operating. 

The most important consequence of this characteristic of institutional working of schools is 

that know-how brought into the schools by any professional development programs is 

hardly shared within the schools. Therefore, the impact of a capacity building program 

largely depends on its outreach: it should reach out to a “critical mass” of teachers within 

the schools. However, as the 2003 RWCT evaluation has already proved, school-based 

trainings are more effective than the centralized one, because they may contribute to the 

change of the “institutional climate” (organizational culture) within the schools. 

Less school autonomy entails a great level of individual teacher autonomy. In other words, if 

schools do not ensure professional accountability, teachers are inclined to be more satisfied 

with the level of their own professional autonomy. It is reflected in the answers given by 

teachers to the questions exploring the scope of teacher autonomy. (See Chart 5) The 

majority of teachers consider themselves autonomous in relation to teaching methods, the 

selection of texts and the determination of content of teaching and learning. 

 

Chart 5. Teachers’ views on their professional autonomy 

 

Source: Teacher survey 
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4. The direct impact of the RWCT program in Kosovo 

 

Basically on the basis of the results of the classroom observation and the teacher survey this 

section provides an overview on the evaluation findings on the direct impact of the 

participation in RWCT trainings: 

 on teaching, i.e. on underlying professional attitudes, instruction and assessment 

methods and on the perception of teachers,  

 on learning, i.e. on pupils’ activities, the depth of their learning in the classroom and 

teachers’ perception of the impact on learning, 

 the sustainability of the impact of trainings and the potential of RWCT to impose a 

positive impact, 

 the extent, to which teachers were satisfied in RWCT training.  

 

4.1 RWCT impact on teaching 

 

4.1.1 The professional attitudes of teachers 

The first question to be explored refers to the potential of RWCT to improve the views of 

teachers on the basic underlying concepts of their own profession. The teacher survey 

contained several attitude questions that allow for drawing certain conclusions. 

A good indicator of a possible change of the professional ethos of teachers is the extent to 

which they share an optimistic attitude towards the possible impact of good teaching. It is 

important to keep in mind, that one of the very typical symptoms of teachers’ frustration 

caused by perceived powerlessness is responsibility shift. Nevertheless, we need to be 

realistic about expectations: participation in a 120 hours training rarely causes deep 

cognitive and attitudinal change. One of the attitude question items of the survey was asking 

about the level of agreement to the following statement: “Despite my best efforts, it is 

impossible for me to teach all my pupils to learn”. As it was expected, there are no big 

differences among the answers of the three groups of teachers and their majority agrees, or 

strongly agrees with this statement. Since education is Kosovo “produces” a big number of 

failing students with rather poor competencies, a much more optimistic view would be very 

much surprising. However, as the following diagram shows, the attitude of teachers who 

were trained during the previous few years is a little bit more optimistic, than that of the 

average and the two other groups of teachers. (See: chart 6) It may suggest that RWCT has 

the potential to make teachers more positive about their profession, although these 
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differences might be caused by other factors about which we do not have information. 

Nevertheless, bearing in mind that without any follow-up support if continued working in 

the “reality of teaching” in unchanged schools optimism inevitably declines this difference 

between the attitudes of teachers trained recently and several years ago is not so surprising. 

It is an indication of the importance of permanent support to teachers provided within and 

from outside the schools, that – as it was indicated in the previous section – are very weak in 

Kosovo. On the other hand, the less optimistic view of those teachers who were trained a 

decade ago is signal, that the sustainability of the positive impact of RWCT training should be 

reinforced by various follow-up activities. 

In this respect there is a visible difference between the answers of classroom teachers 

teaching at elementary level and of teachers teaching different subjects at upper levels. 

While the majority of classroom teachers disagreed or strongly agreed this statement, the 

big majority of subject teacher agreed or strongly agreed. The experience of teachers 

however does not generate a distribution of answers very different from the averages, 

younger teachers are not much more optimistic than their older colleagues. 

 

Chart 6. “Despite my best efforts, it is impossible for me to teach all my pupils to learn.” 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

Another important matter in relation to the attitudes of teachers is the question, whether 

the application of interactive teaching methods of RWCT is a mere technical improvement or 

more than that, a deeper shift of values and attitudes? Not surprisingly again, in this respect 

there is some difference between the attitudes of RWCT trained and non-trained teachers, 

but not a big one. What might be surprising is the fact, that the proportion of teachers who 

place the use of interactive teaching methods into a partnership type of relationship 

between pupils and teachers is almost the same within the control group and the teachers 
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trained in the last few years. Teachers were asked about their agreement with the following 

statement: “it is bad to change classroom practices based on student suggestions”. As the 

distributions of the answers suggest (See chart 7) the use of interactive methods is 

considered as matters of technical efficiency of teaching even by RWCT trained teachers, 

and not necessarily a different kind of relationship between teachers and students. The 

attitudes in relation to this statement do not differ according to the subject or experience of 

teachers. 

Chart 7. „It is bad to change classroom practices based on student suggestions” 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

The third question related to underlying professional attitudes is the view of teachers on the 

objectives set by the curriculum. (See: chart 8) In all of the subgroups the overwhelming 

majority of teachers agree with the statement, that „the curriculum focuses on those skills 

that make my pupils successful in their adult life”. The answers do not depend on the 

experience of teachers but the majority of those teachers who disagree are classroom 

teachers. 

Bearing in mind that RWCT intends to promote the development of rather different learning 

outcomes than the 2001 curriculum, this very high level of agreement with this statement 

can hardly be interpreted in another way, as the sign of weak reflection among teachers. The 

fact, that teachers who participated in RWCT are not more critical about the objectives set 

by the curriculum than those, who didn’t, basically means that the enrichment of the 

teaching repertoire of teachers results in serving the same objectives (i.e. teaching content) 

in a different way. In other words: participation in a 120 hours training alone necessarily has 

limited impact, do not has the potential to turn content-driven teaching practice to function-

driven. It verifies the judgment of various experts whose opinion is that the work of most 

teachers in Kosovo is very much oriented to delivering content. However, during the focus 
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group discussion it became obvious that although, RWCT trained teachers are not 

necessarily less content driven, they are more flexible in using different alternative sources 

of information. They encourage students to bring different materials such as newspapers, 

magazines, short stories from internet, etc in order to deeply explain different information 

that have to be covered. 

Chart 8. „The curriculum focuses on those skills that make my pupils successful in their adult 

life” 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

Of course, even if their views are not necessarily widely shared, there are RWCT trained 

teachers who reflect upon the change of expectations that is embedded into the intentions 

of the curriculum reform. 

“The previous education system concentrated on preparing students for 

successful careers. Nowadays, our system of education intends to prepare the 

new generation of students not only for successful career, but also for being 

active participant in improving his life and the life of community, but it has a 

long road to achieve this goal.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

4.1.2 RWCT impact on teacher activities 

Teacher survey 

When mapping out the types of activities that teachers report to use in the classroom there 

are two forms of teaching in relation to which there is a visible difference between the 

RWCT trained and not trained respondents. (See chart 9) The first is related to frontal 

teaching; while lecturing to the class is a regularly applied method for the huge majority of 
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the members of the control group, RWCT trained teachers report using this method in a 

much lower proportion. The other difference is the much bigger proportion of RWCT trained 

teachers who are ready to give up perpetual control for a while and ready to listen to class-

led discussion. On the basis of answers to the questions of the teacher survey we don’t see 

major differences among the different sub-groups in relation to other teaching methods, 

such as providing demonstrations, leading whole class discussion, pupils working in small 

groups or individually. The minor differences between the answers of the two RWCT trained 

groups of teachers are not significant. It suggests that the impact of the training on the 

teaching repertoire of the participants is sustained over the decade of program delivery. 

Subject teachers provide more demonstrations, only a few classroom teachers lead whole 

class discussions and teachers of humanities less often have pupils working individually in 

the classroom. Overall, the answers do not vary significantly among the teachers teaching at 

different levels and different subjects. The years of experience doesn't seem to be a factor 

influencing the practice of teachers either. 

Chart 9. The proportion of teachers who report they do the following activities in the 

classroom 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

Classroom observation 

However, if we look at the results of classroom observation, the differences between RWCT 

trained and non-trained teachers becomes very big. The rather big difference between the 

results of the teacher survey and the classroom observation might be caused by the 
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awareness of not RWCT trained teachers of the methods that are widely associated with 

good teaching.  

As chart 10 indicates, there is not much difference in terms of engaging to discussion with 

the pupils. On the other side, RWCT trained teachers are much less disposed to frontal 

teaching, and much more apply the method of working with pupils in small groups. In this 

respect the positive impact of RWCT training is obvious. In this respect the only difference 

observed among the teachers of different levels and subjects is that much fewer classroom 

teachers do lecturing. Surprisingly, the years of experience does not cause any differences in 

relation to the observed didactic repertoire of teachers. Therefore, the observed differences 

can be attributed almost completely to the impact of participation in RWCT training. 

 

 

Chart 10. The observed types of teacher activities 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

The real difference between the teaching style of RWCT trained and non-trained teachers 

becomes visible, if we look at the amount of time that teachers allocate to different types of 

teaching activities. (See chart 11) On the one hand, teachers who did not participate in 

RWCT training are delivering rather traditional classes: about two-third of the time is spent 

by activities that do not allow for too much differentiation: lecturing, demonstrations and 

whole class discussion. In the contrast, these activities occupy less than one-third of the 

classes of RWCT trained teachers. Also, teachers who did not participate RWCT training 

spend much more time with administration. On the other hand RWCT trained teachers 

allocate three times more teaching time to pupils working in small groups or individually. It 

means that the lessons of RWCT trained teachers became much more learning intensive 
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than those delivered by teachers who did not participate in such programs. Apart from the 

fact, that beginner teachers - with less than 10 years of experience - spend a little bit more 

time with lecturing and a little bit less time with leading whole class discussion, this very 

different pattern of the teaching practice of trained and not trained teachers is obviously the 

impact of RWCT. 

 

Chart 11. The average time allocated to different types of teacher activities in the classroom 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

Due to the small size of the samples of the teacher survey and the classroom observation the 

minor differences between teachers who were trained before and after the 2003 evaluation 

in relation to RWCT impact on teaching activities shouldn’t be over-interpreted. Basically, in 

this respect there is no serious difference between the two sub-groups of RWCT trained 

teachers. 

 

4.1.3 RWCT impact on classroom communication and organization 

Classroom observation 

As in the case of teaching activities, the positive impact of participation in RWCT training on 

the patterns of communication in the classroom is very much visible in the results of 

classroom observation. When comparing the average distribution of teaching time among 

different communication patterns in the observed classes of the three groups of teachers it 

turns out that the teachers of the control group spend twice as much time with 

unidirectional communication with pupils than RWCT teachers. Contrarily, the time spent 
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with pupil to pupil communication is three times longer in the classes of both groups of 

RWCT teachers. There are no significant differences among the teachers with shorter and 

longer work experience or among teachers teaching at different levels, so the rather big 

difference between the RWCT trained and not trained teachers can’t be explained by any 

other relevant factors. 

 

Chart  12. The average distribution of teaching time among different communication 

patterns 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

The multilateral character of communication in the classes of RWCT trained teachers is even 

more obvious if we look at the content of interactions between teachers and pupils. (See 

chart 13) While the prevailing pattern of the lessons delivered by teachers who did not 

participate in RWCT is recitation of the only response that the teacher expects to hear, 

pupils in the classes of RWCT trained teachers are encouraged to come up with their own 

responses. 

The content of interactions with pupils of teachers with different years of experience is not 

different to a significant extent. However, the proportion of teachers who encourage widely 

different responses in discussion is much higher among classroom teachers (79%) than 

among teachers teaching sciences (36%) or humanities (50%). Although, the proportion of 

classroom teachers is a little bit higher within the two RWCT trained groups than in the 

control group, the much more multilateral character of the teaching practice of RWCT 

trained teachers is still evident. 
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Chart 13. Teacher interaction with pupils 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

The different classroom communication practice of RWCT trained and not trained teachers is 

connected to the very purpose of the program: strengthening the critical thinking capacity of 

pupils.  

 

“The program helped me to demystify the concept of “critical thinking”. Now 

for me the critical thinking is not judging what is bad or good, but it goes 

beyond it – to be engaged in the critical thinking means for me to take into 

consideration different points of views, to find arguments, search additional 

information and make judgment based on them. This I try to embed at my 

students.“ 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

To a large extent very different communication patterns in the classes of RWCT trained and 

non-trained teachers flows from their very different ways of organizing the work in the 

classrooms. (See chart 14) While the prevailing pattern of classroom organization in the 

classes of the teachers in the control group is the traditional arrangement that isolates pupils 

from each other, RWCT trained teacher almost completely ruin this traditional order and 

build very much on cooperation among pupils. This salient difference between RWCT trained 

and not trained teachers is not alleviated by the fact, that the teachers of natural sciences 

are managing slightly more conservative classrooms. In relation to the organization of the 

work of the classroom the years of experience of teachers does not make any difference. 
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Chart 14. RWCT impact on classroom organization 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

As many teachers told during the focus group discussion, a creative deviation from the 

traditional frontal ways of managing the work in the classroom is in the heart of applying 

RWCT methods. 

 

”The program helped me to be more creative in organizing activities with my 
students. The techniques offered the possibility for students not only to learn 
and develop skills, but also to enjoy their participation during the T&L 
activities.“ 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

However, in this respect teachers reported rather big differences between the practices at 

elementary and lower secondary levels. The subjects teachers of lower secondary schools 

said that they implement almost all techniques that they have learnt in RWCT trainings, but 

more those that are easy to implement and do not require movement in the classrooms. In 

general, teachers said during the focus group discussion that the implementation of RWCT 

techniques largely depends on the grade of students. In their opinion the results of 

implementing RWCT techniques can be better observed in the last years of the elementary 

phase (4th and 5th grade). 

Another good indicator of the difference between classes that are oriented to deliver 

content and those that are oriented to support pupils’ learning is the practice of teachers 

allowing the necessary time for pupils to develop their responses. One of the characteristics 
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of traditional teaching is the pressure for delivering large amount of prefabricated 

knowledge that makes teachers feel that they can’t afford to waste time. As it can be seen 

on chart 15 the practice of RWCT trained and control group teachers is very much different, 

too. Not surprisingly, classroom teachers are a little bit more open and patient in this respect 

than subject teachers. However, the difference between the 79 % of classroom teachers 

who frequently provide wait time for pupils to answer question and the 57-58 % of subject 

teachers is not big enough to significantly reduce the very big difference between RWCT 

trained and not trained teachers. The different work experience of teachers does not create 

visible differences in teacher wait time. 

 

Chart 15. Teacher wait time 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

This is an aspect of instruction that pupils also notice and they easily decode the underlying 

hidden messages. Not giving much wait time gives the impression that the opinion of the 

pupil is not important, he/she expected to replicate the already existing right answer. The 

following two quotations from pupils – from one who is not taught by RWCT teachers and 

another one with almost all of his teachers trained by RWCT – nicely demonstrate the impact 

of RWCT in this respect. 

 

“Teachers are interested in our opinions, but the majority of them ask from us 
to give very fast answers. There are few teachers who give us time to think 
about the answer. So they are more interested in the opinions of good 
students.”    

A pupil without RWCT trained teachers 
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“The majority of teachers are interested in our opinions. They push us to give 
different opinions regarding some topics. In some cases there is a debate and 
students try to persuade others that their ideas are better than the ideas of 
others.“ 

A pupil with almost all teachers RWCT trained 

 

To sum it all up, the role what RWCT trained teachers play in the classroom is very much 

different from that played by teachers who did not participate in these programs. It is 

important to see that – as the following quotation indicates - RWCT successfully makes this 

shift of role a conscious and deliberate one. 

 

“RWCT brought many innovations and quality to my teaching practice. The 

implementation of the techniques and strategies has initiated a softly 

transformation from traditional teaching that characterized me to new 

methodology that supports student-centered teaching. The program helped me 

to change my perception towards the role of teacher in the classroom, from 

being a lecturer to the facilitator of the learning process.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

 

4.1.4 RWCT impact on pedagogical assessment 

Teacher survey 

So far we have seen two things: a relatively low impact of RWCT on the underlying 

professional attitudes of teachers – that flows from the limitations of a single 120 hours in-

service training – and a very strong positive impact of RWCT trainings on instruction. As we 

saw, RWCT has the potential to change teacher activities, communication patterns and 

classroom organization, that is, to prepare teachers for applying multilateral instruction 

methods. However, although the classes delivered by RWCT trained teachers are typically 

very different from the classes of the teachers in the control group, their teaching becomes 

function-driven – opposed to the content-driven traditional teaching practice – if multilateral 

instruction is matched with an enriched pedagogical assessment repertoire.  

Unfortunately, the pedagogical assessment practice of teachers would be observed only 

through a longer period of time by visiting multiple classes of the same teachers that this 

evaluation couldn’t afford to do. Therefore, we should rely on the results of the teacher 

survey in which teachers of each sub-groups were asked how much they find various 
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pedagogical assessment methods important. Obviously, the answers indicate their 

assessment strategies, not their preparedness for using multiple methods of assessment or 

their actual assessment practice.  

As the result summarized in chart 16 show, according to all teachers the importance of 

traditional pedagogical assessment methods, such as observation, oral and written reports, 

is higher, than that of those that are allow for comparing the achievement of pupils (e.g. 

objective tests) or the non-traditional ones (e.g. self-evaluation and peer review). The 

assumption that the pedagogical assessment practice of teachers in Kosovo is rather 

traditional was verified by the focus group discussion with pupils. 

 

 

The message of a pupil to his teachers: “Give grades to students based on their 

merits.” 

A pupil without RWCT trained teachers 

 

“There are still cases when teachers ask from us to be in front of the classroom 

and reproduce the content in order to be evaluated.” 

A pupil without RWCT trained teachers 

 

What is striking in the results is the lack of firm differences between the assessment strategy 

of RWCT trained and non-trained teachers. It suggests that the potentially active learning 

type of instruction methods of RWCT trained teachers is matched with rather traditional 

assessment practice. This finding reinforces the assumption that RWCT in Kosovo – as it was 

the case at the time of its original development in the second part of the nineties – is still 

less focused on learning outcomes than contemporary educational development methods. 

A little bit more classroom teachers find performance of pupils in projects and self-

evaluation very important, and fewer teachers of natural sciences find written report very 

important than classroom teachers or the teachers of humanities. Teachers with more than 

20 years of experience find multiple choice tests and written reports more important, while 

teachers with shorter experience find self-evaluation very important in a higher proportion 

than their more experienced colleagues. Overall, even if the differences of pedagogical 

assessment methods among teachers with more or less experience or those teaching 

different subject are not salient, still, these differences are sometimes bigger, than the 

differences between the RWCT trained and not trained teachers. 
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Chart  16. The proportion of those teachers who find the following pedagogical assessment 

methods very important 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

However, when digging deeper into the assessment practice of teachers there are two things 

that tones the mismatch between the instruction and assessment practice of RWCT trained 

teachers down. First of all, the frequency of using certain pedagogical assessment methods 

do not necessarily tells anything about the quality of the applied methods. There were 

indications during the focus group discussions, that RWCT training had the potential to 

improve the assessment methodology of participating teachers. 

 

“RWCT program helped me to prepare the matrix of the test and then easily 

design it. By doing the matrix I save my time and prepare better tests that in 

most cases are used by my colleagues. My colleagues call me the expert of 

tests.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

What is even more important is the fact, that the enrichment of the types of activities 

applied in the classroom automatically enriches the opportunities to assess the progression 

of pupils by observing their activities. It does not necessarily mean the enrichment of the 

pedagogical assessment repertoire of teachers; rather it intensifies the feedback that 
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teachers receive from pupils. In a sense, interactive teaching in itself alleviates the mismatch 

by increasing the amount of information that teachers receive about the learning of pupils. 

 

“The implementation of RWCT techniques and strategies gives teachers many 

opportunities to evaluate different aspects of students’ achievements. The 

engagement of students in reading materials, finding arguments, asking 

questions, writing answers, commenting, solving problems, searching for 

additional information, finding problems in the real life where the learned 

knowledge could be implemented are some of the activities that gives teachers 

opportunity to evaluate how much knowledge students have gained and at 

what level they gained it, whereas the engagement of students in group work, 

in doing presentation, using internet pages, helping students that have 

difficulties in learning are activities that help teachers evaluate students’ 

performance and their skills.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

Even if the pedagogical assessment strategies of RWCT trained teachers did not necessarily 

change very much, this impact of interactive teaching has been noticed by several teachers. 

 

“The RWCT program helped me to develop and assess the students’ skills. 

Before I could build and assess [only] their knowledge and behavior.”    

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

It is very important to emphasize here, that a fair evaluation assesses the impact of a 

program against its objectives; the major original objective of RWCT is imposing an impact 

on teaching by promoting the use of interactive methods of instruction in order to prepare 

students for citizenship in an open society. Therefore, indicating the mismatch between the 

preparedness of RWCT trained teachers for using the desired instruction methods and their 

traditional approach to pedagogical assessment is not a matter of the success or failure of 

the program; it is relevant only and exclusively from the point of view of identifying areas for 

further developing RWCT in order to better adjust it to the actual development needs of pre-

higher education in Kosovo. 

Driving the attention to this mismatch is especially important in the Kosovo context, where – 

partly due to the earlier described lack of reliable feedback on the achievement of pupils - 

the importance of pedagogical assessment is widely underestimated. For example, in an 

inspector’s view the work of RWCT trained teachers is much more creative and effective. 
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This shortcut between creative instruction that this evaluation proves and effectiveness is a 

sign of a rather narrow approach to the complexity of teaching.  

Another possible reason for this mismatch between instruction and assessment is the 

contradiction that was indicated by several experts: the mismatch between the previous 

(2001) curriculum and the flexible use of the teaching time in RWCT classes. For example, in 

a school director’s view due to this contradiction, classroom teachers adapted much more 

easily RWCT methodological knowledge than subject teachers, partly because they are much 

less under the pressure of delivering curriculum content. Obviously, in lower secondary 

education assessment is more strongly driven by curriculum content than in the elementary 

phase of teaching. 

 

4.1.5 Teachers views on the impact of RWCT on their teaching practice 

Teacher survey 

The last question in relation to the impact of participation in RWCT training is the perception 

of teachers of the change that it caused in their practice. First of all, regardless of the period 

of their participation, all RWCT trained teachers agree or strongly agree that the kind of 

teaching that they have learnt to apply is very different from the way how they were 

teaching earlier. (See chart 17) Being classroom teaching is typically more interactive than 

subject teaching at upper levels of education, it is not surprising that only a little bit more 

than half of classroom teachers agree strongly with this statement, while this proportion if 

more than two-thirds among subject teachers. 

 

Chart 17. The level of agreement with the following statement among RWCT trained teachers 

 

Source: Teacher survey 
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Quite obviously the strong orientation of RWCT on the application of practical methods was 

very instrumental for imposing a magnitude of change that teachers perceive to be radical 

improvement. As chart 18 indicates, the large majority of RWCT trained teacher strongly 

agree that their participation improved their teaching. The level of agreement with this 

statement does not vary according to the experience or the level of the teachers who have 

participated RWCT trainings. 

 

Chart 18. The level of agreement with the following statement among RWCT trained teachers 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

One of the opinions of experts that were noted during the interviews was the problem that 

applying RWCT techniques is very much time and energy consuming. Although, quite 

obviously it must be the case in a period of time when using the interactive methods not yet 

built into the daily instructional routines of teachers, only a small minority of both sub-

groups of teachers reported that the use of RWCT techniques detract them from other 

teaching responsibilities. (See chart 19) The very few teachers who agree this statement are 

all subject teachers, all classroom teachers disagree. There are no such visible differences in 

connection to the experience of teachers. 
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Chart 19. The level of agreement with the following statement among RWCT trained teachers 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

4.2 RWCT impact on learning 

 

4.2.1 RWCT impact on pupil activities in the classroom 

Teacher survey 

While teaching must be an organized activity, learning is far from being organized. The best 

contribution of teaching to effective learning is offering a wide range of various activities by 

which all pupils have the opportunity to engage in learning experiences. So far we saw, that 

RWCT trained teachers are much more capable to provide such a learning environment in 

their classrooms than those teachers who did not participate. The next question to be 

addressed is the frequency of occasions when they actually use those methods that have the 

potential to create a learning intensive classroom environment.  

In the teacher survey teachers were asked about the frequency of applying a wide range of 

pupil activities. Comparing the answers of the three sub-groups of the respondents turns out 

that the only pupil activity in relation to which there is an unambiguous difference between 

the classes of RWCT trained and non-trained teachers is listening and taking note in whole 

class setting that is associated with traditional frontal teaching. (See chart 20) In relation to 

all other types of pupils’ activities the differences are not convincing due to the small size of 

the sample. 

There are various explanations for the relatively low impact of RWCT training on the 

patterns of student activities in spite of the relatively high preparedness of RWCT trained 

teachers to manage intensive learning. Disregarding the obvious subjective explanations, 
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such as the greater effort needed for perpetually maintained use of active teaching 

methods, there are various possible explanations flowing from the institutional and policy 

environment of teaching. First of all, greater effort remains invisible and not rewarded. The 

salary of teachers does not depend on the quality of their work as it is judged by their 

directors, who might have a reliable picture about the everyday working quality of teachers. 

The judgment of school directors might be more valid, because what is important is not the 

quality that teachers are able to demonstrate during one class, but the quality that is 

sustained over a longer period of time.  

The second possible reason is the fact, that RWCT trained teachers are not less under 

curricular pressure than other teachers. If the content of overloaded curricula should be 

covered there are serious limits of using time consuming active teaching methods. The third 

explanation might be the way, how schools as institutions are equipped and operating. 

There are a lot of activities that require non-traditional classroom furniture or the availability 

of presentation equipment. There are other activities that would need cooperation among 

teachers, the flexible and unconventional organization and of whole daily teaching time or 

the creative use of school facilities. Not accidently, an often heard edifying complaint about 

the impact of the use of RWCT methods is the disturbing loud noise of RWCT classes. Bearing 

in mind all these possible explanations the result to this question of the survey is less 

surprising. 

If we look at pupil activities as reported by the teachers what might be surprising is the lack 

of firm differences among the classes of classroom teachers at elementary level and subject 

teacher at higher levels. Of course, there are minor differences. For example, in the classes 

of classroom teachers pupils less often listen and take notes in whole-class setting, bit 

complete more tests, do more silent reading and make presentations to the class more 

often. Also, pupils in the classes of teachers teaching natural sciences generate their own 

project more often. Nevertheless, these differences are not really salient. As far as the work 

experience of teachers is concerned, its impact on the dispersion of the patterns of activities 

is even smaller. 
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Chart 20. The proportion of teachers who report that pupils are doing the following activities 

in their classes regularly (at least once a class or once a week) 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

4.2.2 RWCT impact on the intensity of learning 

Classroom observation 

However, if we look at the intensity and quality of learning in the classes of RWCT trained 

teachers as it assessed by classroom observation, the overall picture is much more positive. 

The classroom observation attempted to assess the quality of learning occurring during the 

classes of the three groups of teachers in relation to four criteria. The first three criteria are 
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generic features of high quality learning in the classroom: engagement in learning activities 

that promote high order thinking (chart 21), engagement in deep knowledge promoting 

learning (chart 22) and engagement in substantive conversations (chart 23). The differences 

between the quality of learning in the classrooms of RWCT trained and not trained teachers 

is salient. In the classes of RWCT trained teachers pupils typically perform high order 

thinking, the knowledge that they acquire is deeper and they more often participate in 

substantive conversations. Contrarily, pupils in the classes of the control group typically 

receive or recite prefabricated information that they simply have to remember and are 

rarely participate in substantive conversations.  

If we look at the results of the classroom observation in relation to the level/subject of the 

teachers, the difference between RWCT trained and not trained teachers becomes a little bit 

less dramatic, but not to a big extent. It is caused by the fact that pupils in the classes of 

classroom teachers at elementary level engage in performing high order thinking and deep 

knowledge promoting learning, as well as in substantive conversation more frequently, than 

pupils in the classes of subject teachers. To a limited extent this reduces the difference 

between RWCT trained teachers and the members of the control group, because the 

representation of classroom teachers in the control group is lower. However, removing this 

impact the success of RWCT training in intensifying the learning of pupils is still remarkable. 

As far as the differences between the intensity of learning in the classrooms of teachers with 

different work experience are concerned, they are not significant. It is only the engagement 

in high order thinking promoting learning for which younger teachers received slightly higher 

average scores. 

For the sake of easy grasping of the essence of the results before the following charts only 

the terminal categories are explained here, for detailed description of all categories see the 

classroom observation instrument in the Annexes. 

 

Chart 21. Pupils’ engagement in high order thinking promoting learning 

(The categories of observing engagement in high order thinking promoting learning are: 5 = 

almost all pupils, almost all of the time, are performing high order thinking; 1 = pupils are 

engaged only in low order thinking operations. For example, they either receive or recite, or 

participate in routine practice.) 
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Source: Classroom observation 

 

Chart 22. Pupils’ engagement in deep knowledge promoting learning 

(The categories of observing engagement in deep knowledge promoting learning are: 5 = 

knowledge is very deep because during the lesson almost all pupils do most of the following: 

sustain a focus on a significant topic; or demonstrate their understanding of the problematic 

nature or information and/or ideas; or demonstrate complex understanding by arriving at a 

reasoned, supported conclusion; or explain how they solved a complex problem.  In general, 

pupils’ reasoning, explanations and arguments demonstrate fullness and complexity of 

understanding; 1 = knowledge is very thin because it does not deal with significant topics or 

ideas; the teacher and pupils are involved in the coverage of simple information which they 

are to remember.) 

 

Source: Classroom observation 
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Chart 23. Pupils’ engagement in substantive conversations 

(The categories of observing engagement in substantive conversations are: 5 = all three 

features of substantive conversation occur, with at least one example of sustained 

conversation, and almost all pupils participate; 1 = virtually no features or substantive 

conversation occur during the lesson.) 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

The fourth aspect of the quality of learning, that is, the extent to which learning in the 

classroom is connected to the world outside of the walls of the school, has an outstanding 

importance for the specific objectives of RWCT. (See: chart 24) In relation to this aspect the 

findings of the classroom observation revealed the same salient difference between RWCT 

trained and not trained teachers as in relation to the previous three aspects of high quality 

learning. The learning of the pupils in the classes of RWCT teachers is much more connected 

to real life situations and problems than that of those pupils who attend the classes of 

teachers who did not participate in RWCT trainings.  

As far as the level/subject of teachers is concerned, the results reveal the same relationship 

as in the case of the previous three aspects of the intensity of learning. In the classes of 

classroom teachers pupils engage more in activities that connects learning in the classroom 

with the outside world than in the classes of subject teachers. However, this difference – 

and the overrepresentation of classroom teachers among RWCT trained teachers – is not big 

enough to significantly reduce the unambiguous difference between RWCT trained and not 

trained teachers. The minor differences among the different work experience subgroups do 

not cause any alteration in the overall picture. 
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Chart 24. Pupils’ in learning for exploring connections beyond the classroom 

(The categories of observing engagement in learning for exploring connections beyond the 

classroom are: 5 = pupils study or work on a topic, problem, or issue that the teacher and 

pupils see as connected to their personal experiences or actual contemporary public 

situations.  Pupils recognize the connections between classroom knowledge and situations 

outside the classroom.  They explore these connections in ways that create personal 

meaning and significance for the knowledge. This meaning and significance is strong enough 

to lead pupils to become involved in an effort to influence a larger audience beyond their 

classroom in one of the following ways: by communicating knowledge to others (including 

within the school), advocating solutions to social problems, providing assistance to people, 

or creating performances or products with utilitarian or aesthetic value; 1 = the lesson topic 

and activities have no clear connection to anything beyond themselves; the teacher offers 

no justification beyond the need to perform well in school.) 

 

Source: Classroom observation 

 

To sum it all up, on the one hand, the difference between RWCT trained and non-trained 

teachers’ classes is striking in relation to all of the four criteria. The classes of RWCT trained 

teachers are much more learning intensive than the classes of those who did not participate 

in these programs. On the other hand, there are no differences between the quality of 

learning in the classes of teachers trained before and after 2003. 

RWCT trained teachers who participated in the focus group discussions were conscious 

about the importance of these three aspects of learning. For example, as the following 

quotation demonstrates they typically recognize the importance of building on the pupils’ 

prior experience in deepening the knowledge that they acquire in the classroom. 
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“During the traditional methodology in some cases we have explain our 
students those information that they already knew and this way we have 
“killed” their interests for learning. With RWCT program we use techniques to 
identify what students already know in order to build on them. This allows the 
smooth integration of new knowledge with those of already known or better 
say it builds natural bridges between them. This motivates students learning 
and contributes in its sustainability for long period of time.” 

An RWCT trained teacher 

 

Pupil focus groups 

When pupils were asked about activities in their schools beyond attending classes they told 

about traditional rituals that have very little potential to open the school up to its social 

environment, but they also mentioned very good practices, too. The first quotation is an 

example of a typical school ritual with very limited local relevance in terms of connecting 

education with the outside world. The two others are however examples for very good 

practices. 

 

”There is a tradition in our school to celebrate the international women’s day. 
Students write poems and essays referring to these days, present them in 
manifestations organized in schools and by municipal education directorate and 
publish them in the school wall.” 

A pupil with a significant number of RWCT trained teachers 

 

”We have organized an activity in school called ‘The solidarity week”. 10-12 
students of the school were engaged in delivering food and different juices and 
water for a week for all students of the school who bought their meals in 
school. The collected money was sent to families in need. When teachers 
understood the idea they supported it by buying food and water from 
students.”    

A pupil with a significant number of RWCT trained teachers 

 

”There is a Green Club that is functioning in our school. We organize different 
activities for cleaning school, and the environment around it. We are active in 
collecting recycling material and offering it to companies.” 

 A pupil with a significant number of RWCT trained teachers 
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4.2.3 Teachers view on the impact of RWCT on pupils’ learning 

 

Teacher survey 

Due to the lack of the results of standardized external assessment surveys in Kosovo that 

allow for the comparison of the achievement of pupils attending the classes of RWCT trained 

teachers and a control group of pupils, in this respect we should rely on the judgment of 

teachers. In order to avoid over-interpretation of the answers of the respondents we should 

bear in mind that the lack of external assessment results means that teachers themselves do 

not receive an objective feedback on the success of their work in Kosovo. As it was 

mentioned earlier, the results of the grade 5 and grade 9 assessments are not fed back to 

the schools. 

In very general terms, RWCT trained teachers reported about successes when answered the 

related questions of the teacher survey. As chart 25 shows, all of the teachers who were 

trained after 2003 and the big majority of them trained before 2003 agreed or strongly 

agreed the rather general statement that “RWCT techniques have improved my pupils 

learning”. The differences between the two subgroups are far from being significant. 

There is a minor difference among the judgment of the teachers teaching different subject; 

among those who are teaching natural sciences the proportion of those who strongly agree 

is slightly lower. The differences between younger and more experienced teacher are slim. 

 

Chart 25. The level of agreement with the following statement 

 

Source: Teacher survey 
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When this question was targeted at the impact of the use of RWCT techniques on the 

amount of course material acquired by the pupils, the distribution of the answers was very 

similar, although, a little bit more ambivalent: only 7 percent of the teachers trained before 

2003 and 13 percent who were trained after 2003 reported that their pupils have learned 

less course material because of the use of RWCT methods. (See chart 26) There are no 

significant differences in the answers in connection to the work experience or the 

level/subject of teachers. 

 

Chart 26. The level of agreement with the following statement 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

However, when the questionnaire asked about the impact of the use of RWCT techniques on 

separate aspects of pupils’ learning, the views of both groups of RWCT trained teachers were 

much more ambivalent. (See chart 27) The large majority of the teachers did not observe 

any major changes in relation to most of the aspects listed in the questionnaire: enthusiasm 

to expand knowledge, retention of information, forming independent opinion, cooperation 

with other pupils, and motivation to learn. The only exception is individual involvement of 

the pupils during the lessons, in relations which one third of the teachers observed minor or 

stronger improvements. Those teachers who reported about improvement of the individual 

involvement of pupils are more or less equally distributed among classroom teachers and 

those teaching sciences or humanities, but none of them has longer work experience than 

20 years. 
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Chart 27. Teachers’ perception of the impact of using RWCT on different aspects of pupils’ 

learning (both sub-groups of teachers) 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

Pupils who are taught by RWCT trained teachers were more positive about the impact of 

applying RWCT instruction methods. Pupil focus groups clearly demonstrated that pupils 

much prefer the classes of those teachers who give them the opportunity to actively engage 

in various activities and discussion in the classroom. The active or frontal teaching style of 

teachers largely determines that what those subjects that pupils like are. The majority of 

students said that they prefer lessons in which they are involved in discussion, have the 

opportunity to tell their opinions, or allowed to solve problems in groups. There were only a 

few pupils who are more interested to listen to teachers in order to understand better the 

lesson.  

 

4.3 The sustainability of RWCT 

 

Although, comparing the results of the 2003 and 2013 classroom observations might 

produce misleading conclusions for various methodological reasons, still, this is the best way 

to get an insight about the sustainability of the RWCT trainings on the teaching practice of 

the participants. Comparing survey data would be much more reliable methodologically, but 

it wouldn’t indicate the real impact on teaching.  

The comparison allows for looking at two different aspects of sustainability: 

 the endurance of the positive impact of RWCT trainings on the teaching practice of the 

participants over a long period of time, 
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 the sustained capacity of RWCT program delivery to result in positive impact on the 

teaching practice of its trainees. 

 

The sustainability of the impact of RWCT on teaching 

Since the 2003 and 2013 evaluation applied the same classroom observation protocol we 

have the opportunity to compare the amount of time deployed by teachers for a few 

instruction activities that are more relevant from the point of view of interactive teaching. 

These activities are: lecturing, whole class discussion with teachers or by pupils doing the 

most of talking, and having pupils working in small groups or individually. 

If we compare the average time spent by these activities by the teachers who were trained 

in the first years of RWCT delivery in 2003 and 2013, it becomes obvious that the effect of 

the training on the instruction practice of the participants was a long-lasting one. (See: Table 

5.) Although, the average time in this group deployed for having pupils working individually 

has increased during the last decade, but the time spent with lecturing to the class has 

dropped to a very big extent. Instead of lecturing much more time is spent by these teachers 

with whole class discussion in which either the teachers or the pupils do most of the talking. 

This suggests that the instruction practice of the teachers trained in the first years became 

even more interactive. The only change that indicates the dwindle of the impact of the 

trainings after a decade is the approx. 10% decrease of the time allocated for having pupils 

working in small groups. Overall, these signals allow for the assumption that the impact of 

RWCT trainings on the instruction practice of the trainees is surprisingly sustainable. This 

might be the result of the effectiveness of the rather practice oriented capacity building 

methods that helped the changes building into the daily routine of teachers. Also, a few of 

the teachers trained at the beginning of RWCT delivery received some reinforcement by 

remaining in touch with the programs as trainers of in various follow-up activities through 

the didactic centers. 
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Table 5. The average observed time deployed for certain activities by RWCT trained teachers 

in 2003 and 2013. (% of the whole lesson time) 

Instruction activity Trained before 2003 Trained after 
2003 

2003 2013 2013 

Lecturing to the class 

 

 9,9  1,3  4,7 

Leading whole class discussion, in 
which teacher does most of the talking 

10,2 12,7 11,8 

Listening to class-led discussion, in 
which pupils do most of the talking 

22,3 27,1 26,4 

Having pupils work in small groups 

 

26,4 16,9 13,1 

Having pupils work individually 

 

 9,8 16,9 13,0 

 

 

The sustainability of RWCT’s potential to impose an impact on teaching 

As far as the sustainability of the potential of RWCT in Kosovo to impose a positive change 

on the instruction practice of teachers is concerned, there are two possible ways of getting 

to certain conclusions. The first is comparing the results of the 2003 observation of the 

classes of those RWCT trained teachers who participated before 2003 with that of those in 

2013 who participated after 2003. (See: the first and third columns of Table 5.) Looking at 

the average proportions of the observed lessons deployed for those instruction activities 

that provide signals about the extent, to which instruction is interactive in the two 

evaluations, it is obvious that the differences are far from being significant. These minor 

differences could be caused even by the slightly different work of the observers in 2003 and 

2013.  

The only important difference is the significantly less time that newly trained teachers spend 

with having pupils in small groups: in this group in 2013 half of the time was spent with small 

group work than in 2003 in the group of the teachers trained in the first years. This 

difference may verify the impression created by the focus group discussions with the two 

different groups of teachers that those, who were trained before 2003, showed more 
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commitment in applying the techniques and strategies of RWCT program and are more 

confident in applying different forms of assessment of students’ knowledge.  

However, the other way of assessing the sustainability of the potential of RWCT to imposing 

a positive change in teaching, that is, comparing the results of the 2013 survey and the 

classroom observation of the two RWCT trained groups do not necessary prove this 

assumption. In fact, most of the indicators discussed so far for the analysis of the results of 

the survey and the classroom observation did not reveal significant differences between the 

teachers trained before and after 2003. The exceptions are very few: 

 In relation to the professional views of teachers we saw, that the group newly trained 

teachers is more optimistic about the potential of teaching in ensuring that all pupils 

learn than the group trained before 2003 (See: Chart 6.). Contrarily, teachers trained 

before 2003 are a little bit more open to engage pupils as partners into the strategy for 

teaching (See: Chart 7.). 

 In spite of the already indicated fact that the teachers trained after 2003 deploy less time 

for having pupils working in small groups (See: Table 5.) classroom observation also 

revealed that they apply this method in a higher proportion than those teachers, who 

were trained earlier. These differences are reflected in minor differences in classroom 

organization, too. 

 Teachers participated RWCT training after 2003 spend a little bit more time with 

lecturing, but this is still far less, than the time spent with lecturing by the teachers of the 

control group. As a consequence, pupils in the classes of the teachers trained later spend 

a little bit more time with listening and taking notes in whole-class setting (See: Chart 

20.). 

 There are minor differences between the two RWCT trained groups in connection to 

pedagogical assessment repertoires: the teachers trained later are using self-evaluation 

and peer evaluation is a little bit higher proportion and are using objective tests in a 

lower proportion. As a consequence, the pupils in the classes of teachers trained in the 

first three years of the operation of RWCT spend more time with completing tests and 

writing essays or reports (See: Chart 20.). 

 Pupils of the classes of the teachers trained later are a little bit more engaged in learning 

that explores connections with the world beyond the classroom. 

In fact, most of the above listed little differences – such as the ones in relation to 

pedagogical assessment practices - might be attributed to the slightly higher proportion of 

classroom teachers within the group of teachers trained after 2003. Although, it was not a 

question for this evaluation, we also need to take into account that the large majority of the 

teachers trained by RWCT after 2003 were participating centralized (non school-based) 

trainings. One of the conclusions of the 2003 evaluation was that “School-based RWCT 

training more effectively impacts the classroom and overall school environment than non 
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school-based training.” Obviously, this shift in program delivery did not cause a visible major 

decline in the effectiveness of the program. 

Bering in mind that the extent of all these minor differences is far too small in comparison to 

the unambiguous differences between RWCT trained and non-trained teachers, we can draw 

the conclusion, that the potential of RWCT in Kosovo to improve the instruction practice of 

teachers did not decline. In other words, the quality assurance mechanisms of the RWCT 

program in Kosovo able to ensure maintaining the initial quality of the program.  

 

4.4 Satisfaction with RWCT 

 

Teacher survey 

In general, the popularity of RWCT training among teachers in Kosovo is outstandingly high. 

It is indicated by the fact, that the large majority of the respondents of the teacher survey 

have learnt about the RWCT trainings from colleagues within or outside of their school who 

participated in the trainings. (See chart 28) It is also obvious that the program did not lose 

popularity since the 2003 evaluation. 

 

Chart 28. How did you find out about RWCT? 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

Another sign of the popularity of RWCT among teachers is the fact that their big majority 

participated because of personal motives and not at the initiative of the school. (See chart 

29) 

 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I saw advertisements

I knew others who had participated

Someone at school informed me
about it

Trained in 2007-2012 Monitored in 2003
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Chart 29. The reason for attending RWCT – survey 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

 

The teachers directly expressed their satisfaction with RWCT training in their answers to the 

questions of the survey: all the RWCT trained respondents agreed or strongly agreed with 

the following statements: “I have enjoyed my participation in RWCT workshops” (chart 30), 

“I would recommend RWCT workshops to my colleagues” (chart 31) and “RWCT principles 

should be taught broadly to teachers” (chart 32).  

 

Chart 30. The level of agreement with the following statement 

 

0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 60.00% 80.00% 100.00%

I was curious

I was asked from my school

I was required by my school

Trained in 2007-2012 Monitored in 2003

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Monitored in 2003

Trained in 2007-2012

I have enjoyed my participation in RWCT 
workshops 

Agree Strongly agree
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Source: Teacher survey 

 

Chart 31. The level of agreement with the following statement 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

Chart 32. The level of agreement with the following statement 

 

Source: Teacher survey 

The distribution of answers in relation to any of the questions connected to the satisfaction 

of teachers with RWCT training is not very different in the subgroups created on the basis of 

work experience and level/subject of the respondents. 

It is important to note, that not only teachers were satisfied with RWCT training. In the 

personal interviews school directors expressed the satisfaction, too. Also, school directors 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Monitored in 2003

Trained in 2007-2012

I would recommend RWCT workshops to my 
colleagues 

Agree Strongly agree

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Monitored in 2003

Trained in 2007-2012

RWCT principles should be taught broadly to 
teachers 

Agree Strongly agree
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and teachers indicated that parents were competing to enroll their children to classes that were 

taught by RWCT trained teachers. 
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5. The indirect impact of the RWCT program in Kosovo 

 

Stakeholder interviews 

Since RWCT was one of the largest investments into the capacity of educational 

professionals in Kosovo in the period of 2000-2010, it imposed a large indirect impact that 

was identified many times in the course of the field-work of this evaluation. This indirect 

impact was rarely the result of an intentional and deliberate investment. A lot of teachers 

who received RWCT training became experts of various fields of educational development 

and largely built their work on the prior knowledge received from RWCT programs. Also, 

RWCT was in the unique position to channel in international pedagogical know-how in a 

period of time when Kosovo was still quite isolated from all international routes of the flow 

of professional knowledge and information. As it has become obvious in a big number of 

interviews, experience with RWCT is a respected element of the professional credentials of 

many experts in Kosovo that indicate the very high prestige of the program.  

Of course, a complete map of all the possible ways through which RWCT “infiltrated” 

educational development in Kosovo was not possible, but a few illustrations can be provided 

here. The most typical indirect impacts of the RWCT program are the following: 

 Through initial teacher training. The Faculty of Education of the University of Prishtina 

was established when RWCT was already in the stage of training trainers. Many RWCT 

trainers started to teach at the faculty, or in other faculties involved in initial teacher 

training, and there were – and still there are - certain courses for which the curriculum is 

RWCT based. In addition to that, a few teachers of the faculty received RWCT trainings as 

faculty development. As a respondent indicated younger teacher are more interested in 

such faculty development programs, but there is no an established system for this. 

 Through curriculum reform. Not in a big number, but a few experts who were involved in 

the development of the two subject programs were involved in the development of the 

core curriculum. What is more important, according to experts the implementation of 

the new curricula will be much easier with teachers who participated RWCT training and 

will be very hard with those, who didn’t. This means that the participation of the rather 

big proportion of teachers in RWCT trainings contributed to the absorption of curricular 

changes in Kosovo. 

 Through inspection. The inspectorate’s instrument developed for assessing the 

preparedness of teachers built on the knowledge that a few inspectors gained in RWCT 

training. 
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 Through textbook publishing. A few experts who participated in the development of 

RWCT subject programs were writing textbooks for secondary schools and applied the 

know-how of RWCT. 

 Through new large-scale development programs. There were many indications that all 

of the large scale development programs of international donor agencies that were 

initiated before or after 2008, largely built on the knowledge and experience that was 

accumulated by RWCT, mainly through the prior RWCT-based knowledge of contributing 

local experts. For example, donor agencies, such as: UNICEF, GIZ, Care International and 

others have engaged many RWCT trainers in developing different in-service teacher 

training programs, facilitating training for their peers, developing training materials, etc. 

More specifically, and a GIZ managed program accredited mathematics in-service 

training programs for primary and secondary education that is very much RWCT based. 

Also, BEP is used RWCT experience in the course of the development of its instruments. 
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6. Summary of the answers to evaluation questions 
 

The findings of the evaluation were presented in Sections 3-5 of this report. The qualitative 

and quantitative information revealed by the evaluation was organized into thematic 

clusters that were created on the basis of the 24 specific evaluation question listed in 

Section 2.1.2.  

In this section a summary of the main findings is provided in connection to each of the three 

main evaluation questions. 

 

Evaluation question 1. How have RWCT training impacted learning, teaching and 

assessment practices in classrooms? 

 

 

RWCT’s impact on learning 

1. RWCT trained teachers provide a more learning intensive classroom environment. 

The only pupil activity in the classroom in relation to which there is an unambiguous 

difference between the classes of RWCT trained and non-trained teachers is listening and 

taking note in whole class setting that is associated with traditional frontal teaching. It 

suggests that the classes of RWCT teachers provide a more learning intensive classroom 

environment for pupils. Classroom observation proves that the quality and intensity of 

learning in the classes of RWCT trained teacher is significantly higher, especially in relation to 

three generic features of learning with outstanding importance: engagement in high order 

thinking, engagement in deep knowledge promoting learning and engagement in 

substantive conversations. 

2. RWCT trained teachers observed stronger individual involvement of pupils. 

In general, RWCT trained teachers observed improvements of the learning of their pupils 

after applying RWCT methods. In their view pupils taught with active teaching methods did 

not necessarily learn less course material. In more concrete terms, teachers reported about 

improvements in relation to the individual involvement of the pupils during the lessons. 

However, in their view this improvement was weaker in terms of motivation to learn or 

forming independent opinion.  

3. Pupils much prefer the classes and subjects of RWCT trained teachers. 
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Pupils clearly demonstrated that they much prefer the classes of those teachers who give 

them the opportunity to actively engage in various activities and discussion in the classroom. 

The active or frontal teaching style of teachers largely determines that what those subjects 

are that pupils like. 

 

RWCT’s impact on teaching 

4. RWCT training did not change the underlying professional attitudes of participating 

teachers to a significant extent. 

Participating in the 120 hours training provided by RWCT didn’t impose a major impact on 

the underlying professional attitudes of teachers; they are not more optimistic about their 

potential in teaching all of their student to learn, they do not consider more their 

relationship with their students a kind of partnership and they are not more reflective about 

educational goals as they are set by the curriculum than the teachers who did not participate 

in RWCT trainings. Of course, the expectation that one professional development program 

has the potential to overwrite the underlying pedagogical attitudes of teachers would be 

rather illusionary. 

5. RWCT results in a remarkable positive change in the instruction methods applied by 

trained teachers. 

The positive impact of RWCT on the instruction methods used by teachers is rather big. For 

example RWCT trained teachers are much less disposed to frontal teaching, and much more 

apply the method of working with pupils in small groups. The difference between RWCT 

trained and not trained teachers becomes very much obvious when looking at the time that 

is allocated to different types of teaching activities. RWCT teachers spend much less time 

with activities that do not allow for too much differentiation: lecturing, demonstrations and 

whole class discussion. On the other hand RWCT trained teachers allocate three times more 

teaching time to pupils working in small groups or individually. It means that the lessons of 

RWCT trained teachers became much more learning intensive than those delivered by 

teachers who did not participate in RWCT programs.  

6. The communication in the classes of RWCT trained teachers is more interactive and 

multilateral. 

The same magnitude of difference applies to the patterns of classroom communication. The 

time spent with pupil to pupil communication is three times longer in the classes of RWCT 

teachers. Also, pupils in the classes of RWCT trained teachers are much more encouraged to 

come up with their own responses. While the prevailing pattern of classroom organization in 

the classes of the teachers in the control group is the traditional arrangement that isolates 

pupils from each other, RWCT trained teacher almost completely ruin this traditional order 

and build very much on cooperation among pupils. In this respect there is a rather big 
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difference between the practices at elementary and lower secondary levels: subject teachers 

typically apply only those RWCT methods that do not require movement in the classrooms. 

Also, RWCT trained teachers leave significantly more wait time for pupils to develop their 

own response to problems. 

RWCT’s impact on assessment 

7. Beyond the enriched observation caused by the use of interactive instruction methods, 

RWCT training did not result in the significant improvement of pedagogical assessment 

repertoire of teachers. 

The results of the teacher survey suggest that there is no significant difference between the 

pedagogical assessment repertoires of RWCT trained and not trained teachers, they are 

using basically the same assessments methods with the same frequency. This indicates a 

mismatch between the preparedness of RWCT trained teachers in relation to instruction 

methods and to pedagogical assessment methods. However, there are indications 

suggesting that RWCT trained teachers may produce higher quality assessment instruments 

(e.g. tests). In addition to this the enrichment of the types of activities applied in the 

classroom automatically enriched the opportunities to assess the progression of pupils by 

observing their activities. In a sense, interactive teaching in itself alleviates the mismatch by 

increasing the amount of information that teachers receive about the learning of pupils. 

RWCT results according work experience, level of education and subject 

8. Apart from minor differences between classroom and subject teachers, the impact of 

participation in RWCT training not significantly differs according to work experience, 

level or subject. 

The differences of RWCT impact on the different teacher groups with different work 

experience that the evaluation revealed are negligible. There are minor differences between 

the impact of RWCT trainings on the teaching of classroom and subject teachers. For 

example, classroom teachers have more optimistic view of the potential of teaching, much 

fewer classroom teachers are doing lecturing, the proportion of teachers who encourage 

widely different responses in discussion is higher among classroom teachers than among 

teachers teaching subjects and classroom teachers provide more waiting time than subject 

teachers. On the other hand, subject teachers find RWCT techniques more different from the 

way how they were teaching earlier than classroom teachers. Most of this differences flow 

from the rather different nature of classroom and subject teaching and are always much 

weaker than the differences between RWCT trained and not trained teachers. The exception 

is the impact on pedagogical assessment. Even if the differences of pedagogical assessment 

methods among teachers with more or less experience or those teaching different subject 

are not salient, still, these differences are sometimes bigger, than the differences between 

the RWCT trained and not trained teachers. 
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The sustainability of RWCT’s impact on learning, teaching and assessment 

 

9. The sustainability of the RWCT program in Kosovo is remarkable both in terms of long-

lasting positive impact on teaching and in terms of the capacity of the program to impose 

positive changes. 

When comparing certain 2003 and 2013 classroom observation results of the teachers who 

participated in RWCT training before 2003, the findings allow for the assumption that the 

impact of RWCT trainings on the instruction practice of the trainees is surprisingly 

sustainable. When assessing the sustainability of the RWCT program in Kosovo to generate 

positive changes in teaching over a decade, that is, when comparing the results for the 

teachers who were trained before and after 2003 the overall picture is also rather positive. 

Most of the identified differences between the two subgroups of teachers might be 

attributed to the slightly higher proportion of classroom teachers within the group of 

teachers trained after 2003. 

 

 

Evaluation question 2. To what extent have changes in learning, teaching and assessment 

practices related to RWCT training contributed to students’ participation in their 

communities and wider society? 

 

10. Although, RWCT trained teachers much better connect learning in their classes with the 

outside world, due to the traditional operation of schools this potential might be partially 

wasted. 

Evaluation findings revealed that the greatest potential of RWCT in Kosovo to better connect 

learning in the classroom with the outside world is making teaching more interactive and 

adjusting content to the personal experiences of pupils. It is proved by the finding that the 

difference between the classes of RWCT trained and not trained teachers is striking in 

relation to connecting classroom learning with the world outside the school. However, RWCT 

trainings by focusing on building the capacities of individual teachers can’t break through the 

rather traditional and closed operation of schools that is also essential in this respect. 

Therefore, in spite of the creativity and good practices of RWCT trained teachers, pupils 

reported about very traditional empty school rituals that do not suggest very strong overall 

connection with the life of the community and the wider society. 

 

Evaluation question 3. How have stakeholders (i.e., MEST, KEC, WB, etc.) sought to support 

teachers in their attempts to change their classroom practices? 
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11. The professional services provided to teachers in Kosovo are confined to in-service 

trainings without having a publicly maintained system of training providers. 

In fact, the only professional service that is available for teachers in Kosovo is in-service 

training. Due to the lack of a publicly maintained network of educational institutions even 

INSET is provided only by a few NGOs and by various international donor programs 

themselves.  Those professional services that are provided elsewhere to school, pupils with 

various developmental problems or to parents are basically non-existent in Kosovo. Partly 

this is the reason for the prevailing exclusively teacher centered view of educational 

development, that is very much limited to capacity building programs. This teacher centered 

view of the improvement of education has its limits that reduce the effectiveness of 

investments in this field. In addition to that, project-based investment into the capacity of 

teachers without a permanent institutional basis raises questions about the sustainability of 

the impact of such efforts. In the case of RWCT the operation of KEC reduces these concerns. 

Due to the lack of any procedures determining the capacity building needs of teachers, at 

the moment the system of professional development is almost completely supply driven in 

Kosovo. 

12. Till 2010 the most important investments into the capacities of teachers were RWCT and 

SbS. Since 2010 this role was taken over by the large scale development programs of the 

World Bank, the EU and the USAID. 

Before 2008 the most important investments into the professional development of teachers 

were RWCT and Step by Step that had had access to remarkable public and donor funds.  

After 2008 three major large-scale educational development programs determined 

professional development of teachers in Kosovo: (1) the Institutional Development for 

Education project of the World Bank, (2) the EU SWAP and the EU IPA 2009 education 

programs and (3) the Basic Education Program of USAID. However, 89 percent of teachers 

participated in RWCT programs were trained till the declaration of independence, and all of 

them in the period of time when these large scale development programs – as well as the 

policy changes outlined in the previous section – has not started. Therefore they did not 

“interfere” the impact of RWCT. However, the very different developmental context should 

be taken into account if RWCT continues providing professional development programs for 

teachers (see the recommendations below). 
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7. Recommendations 

 

General recommendation 

1. Since for various reasons the delivery of RWCT trainings was suspended in 2010, a 

decision should be made about the program’s closure or restart in Kosovo. On the basis 

of the findings of this evaluation it is recommended to consider the restart of the 

program for several reasons: 

 RWCT is a well-known and recognized brand in Kosovo that is very popular among 

teachers. The respect that RWCT has gained already before the declaration of the 

independence of Kosovo is especially an asset that in a rather emotional profession 

like teaching should not be underestimated.  

 Due to its strong focus on applicable and practical methods, the demand for RWCT 

trainings is still high. Bearing in mind the rather limited offer of professional 

development programs and the fact, that the actually ongoing large-scale 

development programs’ investment into a still missing sustainable and 

institutionalized in-service training system are limited, the demand will remain high 

with a high probability. 

 RWCT proved to be very effective in imposing a positive impact on instruction. The 

advantage of active teaching and learning methods that RWCT has a remarkable 

potential to promote is that they establish the ground for many further changes to be 

implemented in schools.  

 Especially, with minor adjustments RWCT has a great potential to contribute to the 

successful implementation of a new curriculum that emphasize the development of 

transversal competencies. 

 RWCT has a decent and well operating institutional basis, an established network of 

trainers and certifiers. Also, it has an operating and effective quality assurance 

mechanism that is based on international standards. These assets of RWCT are huge 

advantages among the actual specific circumstances in Kosovo. For example, using 

RWCT for curriculum implementation does not require too big “greenfield 

investments”. 

Program delivery: recommendations for positioning RWCT in Kosovo 

2. If the program is to be restarted it should be properly positioned within the transforming 

policy and professional development context. Obviously, the new “teacher licensing” 

system and the curriculum implementation process will generate demand in the 

forthcoming years for high quality accredited in-service training programs. However, the 
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most important underlying dilemma in this respect is to adjust RWCT to centrally 

governed policy implementation program needs or to the emerging in-service training 

market that will be based on the resources deployed to municipalities from the next 

year. Therefore, it is recommended to allow for “proactive” delivery financed by MEST or 

international donor agencies’ funds, and “reactive” delivery financed by charging the 

clients, that is, municipalities and teachers, at the same time.  

3. In order to prove the actual demand for RWCT training it is recommended to expand the 

professional development needs assessment survey administered by the Didactic Center 

in Gjakova to all other municipalities with the active involvement of the Education 

Departments of municipalities, the network of didactic centers and the USAID program 

created school-based professional development centers.  

4. The actual system of in-service teacher training is based on the distribution of training 

opportunities by municipalities and school directors. Therefore, the space for recruiting 

participants by advertisements is limited. Nevertheless, advertising the program among 

municipality officials, school directors and teachers in various ways is recommended. 

Recommendations for the further improvement of RWCT 

5. When planning for the restart of providing RWCT trainings it is recommended to apply 

capacity buildings methods that better ensure horizontal learning among schools (e.g. 

networking and associations of teachers) and among teachers within the same school 

(e.g. training embedded into school improvement, peer mentoring, visiting classes, 

various forms of internal exchange) and include ongoing follow-up professional support 

to teachers (e.g. monitoring and consulting). These additions to the delivery of RWCT 

training may also contribute to the alleviation of the extremely weak institutionalization 

of professional development in Kosovo by the revitalization of the didactic centers and 

by contributing to the sustainability of the operation of school-based professional 

development centers. 

6. Since RWCT was adapted more than a decade ago, and due to the fast changing policy 

context it is not only the delivery strategy should be considered, but also certain further 

developments of the RWCT know-how and training instruments are recommended. 

Further developments should aim at adjusting the program to the changes of curricular 

requirements, as well as to those educational targets that the emerging student 

performance assessment system measures. In the view of the evaluator the necessary 

improvements do not require the reconsideration of the construct and pedagogical 

philosophy of RWCT and were already partly modeled in the course of the development 

of RWCT subject programs. At a same time the strong emphasis on easy applicability 

should be preserved. 
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7. The following four types of further improvements  are recommended to consider in 

Kosovo: 

 To enable RWCT to adjust to the more and more diversified teacher needs and policy 

implementation purposes it is recommended to invest into the further 

modularization of the program. The modules are to be developed according to levels, 

to subjects (e.g. “RWCT for learning history”, RWCT for learning science”) and to 

specific transversal competencies emphasized by the new curricula (e.g. “RWCT for 

the improvement of reading literacy”). 

 The continuation of the development of supplementary diagnostic, formative and 

summative pedagogical assessment instruments (tests) to each subject or 

competence based program modules, as well as supplementary training modules on 

assessment for effective learning. This and the previous improvement will require the 

further training of trainers. 

 Since it is expected that in the near future - in line with EU guidelines and OECD 

recommendations - further decentralization steps will be implemented in order to 

strengthen the professional autonomy and accountability of schools, it is 

recommended to supplement RWCT with a self-evaluation based school 

improvement module (e.g. “RWCT school improvement for improving teaching and 

learning”.) In order to ensure the sustainability of professional development 

investments it is recommended to embed RWCT training to school improvement 

programs whenever it is possible. 

 In order to strengthen the indirect impact of RWCT it is recommended to incorporate 

the costs and necessary activities of developing initial training course descriptions 

and readings into the development of subject-based programs modules. 
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8. Annexes 

 

 

8.1 Methodological annexes (instruments) 

 

Annex 8.1.1 Classroom observation protocol 

 

Class    Number of pupils     (Number Male    Number Female  ) 

 

Subject    

 

Activity/Activities observed (please circle one or more): 

 

  1. Lecture    2. Discussion    3. Small group  4. Experiment    5. Other 

*Please indicate the activity observed.  If more than one, please provide 

separate answers. Text(s) used   

 

Other instructional materials   

 

Communication pattern (percent time): 

 

Teacher to pupil 

Teacher to pupil to teacher 

Pupil to pupil 

Teacher to pupil to pupil to teacher  

Total (should equal 100%) 

 

This rubric is to be used for classroom observations for the RWCT evaluation.  Observers 

should take brief notes as unobtrusively as possible for one class period and then answer the 

questions as soon as possible after the actual observations.  If possible, please also acquire a 
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copy of the lesson plan for the class that you observe.  The areas of interest are: 

1.   Higher order thinking 

2.   Deep knowledge 

3.   Substantive conversation 

4.   Connections to the world beyond the classroom 

5.   Teacher interaction with pupils 

6.   Classroom organization 

7.   Teacher wait time 

8.   Classroom instruction 

 

Detailed information about the first four categories is included in the next few 

pages.  The other categories should be self-explanatory. 

 

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION PROTOCOL 

 

1. Higher order thinking 5 4 3 2 1 

 

5  = Almost all pupils, almost all of the time, are performing HOT. 

4  = Pupils are engaged in at least one major activity during the lesson in which they 

perform HOT operations.  This activity occupies a substantial portion of the lesson 

and many pupils are performing HOT. 

3  = Pupils are primarily engaged in routine LOT operations during a good share of the 

lesson. There is at least one significant question or activity in which some pupils 

perform some HOT operations. 

2  = Pupils are primarily engaged in LOT, but at some point they perform HOT as a minor 

diversion within the lesson. 

1  = Pupils are engaged only in LOT operations.  For example, they either receive or recite, 

or participate in routine practice, and in no activities during the lesson do pupils go 

beyond LOT. 

 

2. Deep knowledge 5 4 3 2 1 

 

5  = Knowledge is very deep because during the lesson almost all pupils do most of the 
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following: sustain a focus on a significant topic; or demonstrate their understanding 

of the problematic nature or information and/or ideas; or demonstrate complex 

understanding by arriving at a reasoned, supported conclusion; or explain how they 

solved a complex problem.  In general, pupils’ reasoning, explanations and 

arguments demonstrate fullness and complexity of understanding. 

4  = Knowledge is relatively deep because either the teacher or the pupils provide 

information, arguments or reasoning that demonstrate the complexity of an 

important idea. During the lesson many pupils do at least one of the following: 

sustain a focus on a significant topic for a period of time; or demonstrate their 

understanding of the problematic nature of information and/or ideas; or 

demonstrate understanding by arriving at a reasoned, supported conclusion; or 

explain how they solved a relatively complex problem. 

3  = Knowledge is treated unevenly during instruction; i.e., deep understanding of 

something is countered by superficial understanding of other ideas.  At least one 

significant idea may be presented in depth and its significance grasped, but in 

general the focus is not sustained. 

2  = Knowledge remains superficial and fragmented; while some key concepts and ideas 

are mentioned or covered, only a superficial acquaintance or understanding of 

these complex ideas is evident. 

1  = Knowledge is very thin because it does not deal with significant topics or ideas; the 

teacher and pupils are involved in the coverage of simple information which they 

are to remember. 

 

3. Substantive conversation 5 4 3 2 1 

 

Substantive conversation has three features: 

a) The talk is about subject matter in the discipline and includes higher order thinking, 

such  as  making  distinctions,  applying  ideas,  forming  generalization,  or  raising 

questions; not just reporting or experiences, facts, definitions, or procedures. 

b) The  conversation  involves  sharing  of  ideas.    Sharing  is  best  illustrated  when 

participants explain themselves or ask questions in complete  sentences,  and  when 

they respond directly to comments of previous speakers. 

c) The  dialogue  builds  coherently  on  participants’  ideas  to  promote  improved 

collective understanding of a theme or topic (which does not necessarily require an 

explicit summary statement). 

 

5  = All three features of substantive conversation occur, with at least one example of 
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sustained conversation, and almost all pupils participate. 

4  = All three features of substantive conversation occur, with at least one example of 

sustained conversation, and many pupils participate. 

3  =  Features “b” (sharing) and/or “c” (coherent promotion of collective understanding) 

occur and involve at least one example of sustained conversation (i.e., at least 3 

consecutive interchanges). 

2  =  Features “b” and/or “c” occur briefly and involve at least one example of two 

consecutive interchanges. 

1  = Virtually no features or substantive conversation occur during the lesson. 

 

4. Connections to the world beyond the classroom 5 4 3 2 1 

 

5  = Pupils study or work on a topic, problem, or issue that the teacher and pupils see as 

connected to their personal experiences or actual contemporary public situations.  

Pupils recognize the connections between classroom knowledge and situations 

outside the classroom.  They explore these connections in ways that create personal 

meaning and significance for the knowledge.  This meaning and significance is strong 

enough to lead pupils to become involved in an effort to influence a larger audience 

beyond their classroom in one of the following ways: by communicating knowledge 

to others (including within the school), advocating solutions to social problems, 

providing assistance to people, or creating performances or products with utilitarian 

or aesthetic value. 

4  = Pupils study or work on a topic, problem, or issue that the teacher and pupils see as 

connected to their personal experiences or actual contemporary public situations.  

Pupils recognize the connections between classroom knowledge and situations 

outside the classroom.  They explore these connections in ways that create personal 

meaning and significance for the knowledge. However, there is no effort to use the 

knowledge in ways that go beyond the classroom to actually influence a larger 

audience. 

3  = Pupils study a topic, problem, or issue that the teacher succeeds in connecting to 

pupils’ actual experiences or to contemporary public situations.   Pupils recognize 

some connections between classroom knowledge and situations outside the 

classroom, but they do not explore the implications of these connections, which 

remain abstract or hypothetical.  There is no effort to actually influence a larger 

audience. 

2  = Pupils encounter a topic, problem, or issue that the teacher tries to connect to pupils’ 

experiences or to contemporary public situations; i.e., the teacher informs pupils that 
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there is potential value in the knowledge being studied because it relates to the 

world beyond the classroom.  For example, pupils are told that understanding Middle 

East history is important for contemporary politicians trying to bring peace to the 

region; however, the connection is unspecified and there is no evidence that pupils 

make the connection. 

1  = The lesson topic and activities have no clear connection to anything beyond 

themselves; the teacher offers no justification beyond the need to perform well in 

school. 

 

5.  Teacher interaction with pupils 3 2 1 

 

3  = Teacher encourages widely different responses in classroom discussion. 

2  = Teacher encourages some divergent responses in classroom discussion. 

1  = Teacher requires formal recitation of response. 

 

6. Classroom organization 3 2 1 

 

 3  = Pupils move around the classroom to work collaboratively on 

classroom assignments.  The learning environment and wall displays reflect 

students’ work and needs. 

2  = Pupils are seated in one or more groups so that they may work collaboratively on 

classroom assignments. 

1  = Pupils are seated at desks, facing the teacher, and work independently on classroom 

assignments. 

 

7. Teacher wait time 3 2 1 

 

3  = Teacher frequently provides wait time for pupils to answer question. 

2  = Teacher sometimes provides wait time for pupils to answer questions. 

1  = Teacher rarely provides wait time for pupils to answer questions. 

 

8. Classroom instruction 
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Please indicate the approximate number of minutes during the period that the teacher 

spent on the following activities.  Please also make sure that you are accounting for all 

minutes during the class period. 

 

Activities                                            Approximate # of minutes 

 

a. Lecturing to the class.     

b. Providing demonstrations to the class (including lab demonstrations) 

c. Leading whole class discussions, in which the teacher does most of the talking 

d. Listening to class-led discussions, in which the pupils do most of the talking 

e. Having pupils work in small groups 

f. Having pupils work individually 

g. Performing routine administrative tasks (e.g., taking attendance, making 

announcements, 

classroom management, etc.) 

h. Helping pupils with their individual experiments, projects, or other hands-on experiences 

i. Helping pupils with group experiments, projects, or other hands-on experiences 

j. Other:  (please specify) 

                            TOTAL 
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Annex 8.1.2 Teacher survey 

 

Section I: Views about Schooling and Teaching 

 

1. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. (Circle one for 

each line.) 

(1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree) 

a. I enjoy my job as a teacher 

b. If I could begin my career again, I would not choose teaching 

c. I was properly prepared for my teaching work during my initial training 

d. I decide what to teach this class 

e. I select outside texts for this class 

f. I decide how to teach class curriculum 

g. I am rarely able to share ideas with colleagues 

h. I discuss, work, or share ideas about teacher with other teachers in my school 

i. I discuss, work, or share ideas about teaching with teachers from other schools  

j. Despite my best efforts, it is impossible for me to teach all my pupils to learn 

k. I receive a lot of support from my principal if I want to learn new methods 

l. I receive a lot of support from my principal if I want to use new methods 

m. I am optimistic about the future of education in my country 

n. It is bad to change classroom practices based on student suggestions 

o. The curriculum focuses on those skills that make my pupils successful in their adult life 

 

Section II: Instructional Practices 

 

2/a. Indicate how often you do each of the following in your class(es) 

(Less than once a month, at least once a month, at least once a week, at least once a class) 

a. Lecture to the class 

b. Provide demonstrations to the class (including lab demos) 

c. Lead whole class discussion, in which I do most of the talking 

d. Listen to class-led discussions, in which the students do most of the talking 

e. Have pupils work in small groups 

f. Have pupils work individually 

g. Help pupils with their individual experiments, projects, or other hands-on experiences 

 

2/b. Please choose those three activities among the above listed ones that best describe 
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your class(es) 

 

3/a. Indicate how often pupils do each of the following in your class(es). 

(Less than once a month, at least once a month, at least once a week, at least once a class) 

a. Listen and take notes in whole-class settings 

b. Observe demonstrations in whole-class settings 

c. Engage in discussions with peers 

d. Engage in individual discussions with the teacher 

e. Engage in group discussions with the teacher 

f. Do lab or field work, or other experiments or hands-on work      

g. Read silently 

h. Read orally 

i. Write essays or reports 

j. Make presentations to the class 

k. Work or review homework in class 

l. Generate their own projects 

m. Work on paper and pencil exercises related to a specific topic                        

n .  Work independent, long-term (at least one week long) projects  

o. Work on problems with no singe best solution  

p. Debate ideas or otherwise explain their reasoning 

q. Complete tests or quizzes 

r. Use hands-on models or manipulatives to solve problem   

3/b. Please choose those three activities among the above listed ones that best describes 

your class(es) 

 

4. How much do you use the following in evaluating pupils’ achievement?  (Circle one for 

each line.) 

(Not used, minor importance, moderate importance, very important) 

a. Objective tests (e.g., multiple choice, true/false, short answer) 

b. Performance on experiments, projects, or other hands-on experiences 

c. Systematic observation of pupils 

d. Oral reports 

e. Written reports  

f. Peer evaluation 

g. Self evaluation 

h. Good classroom behavior 

i. Bad classroom behavior 
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5. What kind of out of school activities does your school offer to the students on a 

regular or occasional basis? Examples:…………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Section III: Background Information 

 

6. Sex (circle): 1. Male   2. Female 

 

7. Year of birth? _  

 

8. Town or village where the school is located _  

 

9. Teaching cycle where you work: 1. Lower cycle (grades 1-5) 2. Upper cycle (grades 6-9) 

 

10. What class do you teach? (Please refer to the class that will be observed) _  

 

11. a.  How many years have you taught the pupils in the class that will be observed?   

       b.    How many hours per week, on average, do you teach the pupils in the class we 

observed today?   

 

12.  What subjects do you teach? (subject teachers only)   

 

13. How many years have you been a classroom teacher?   

 

14.  How many years have you taught at your current school?  

 

15. What is the highest level of schooling that you have completed? (circle) 

 

               1. Secondary school         2. Higher school           3. University 

 

16.  What is your first language?   
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17. In what language do you teach? _  

 

18.  Have you participated in professional development activities sponsored by an outside 

agency (e.g., foundations, non-government organizations) in the last three years? 

 

             1. Yes  2. No (If your answer is “No,” please skip to question 20) 

 

19.  Please name all of the professional development programs in which you have 

participated: 

a…………… 

b…………… 

c…………… 

(If one of the answers to this question is the “Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking” 

project, please skip to question 23). 

 

Questions 20-23 should be answered only by those who HAVE NOT participated in RWCT 

trainings 

 

20. Are you familiar with the “Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking” (RWCT) project? 

    Yes      No  (If the answer is “No,” please skip to the “Closing” at the end of this survey). 

 

21. How are you familiar with RWCT? (Please circle.) 

a)  I have seen it advertised 

b)  I know people who have participated  

c)   I’ve heard about it from colleagues in my school 

 

22. How familiar are you with RWCT practices? (Circle) 

a)  Not familiar 

b)  Somewhat familiar  

c)   Very familiar 
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23. To what extent have you tried to adopt RWCT practices into your own teacher? (circle) 

a)  Not at all 

b)  Sometimes 

c)  As often as possible  

d)   Always 

 

(Please skip to the “Closing” at the end of this survey.) 

 

Section IV: Experiences with RWCT 

 

Only RWCT-trained teachers respond to the following questions. 

 

24.  What year did you begin your participation with RWCT?   

 

25.  How many hours of RWCT training have you attended?   

 

26. In what other ways do you stay involved with RWCT? (circle.) 

a)  I attend ongoing meetings 

b)  I communicate with RWCT coordinators 

c)  I communicate with RWCT participants  

d)  I work as a RWCT teacher trainer 

e)  I write for RWCT publications 

 

27. How did you find out about RWCT?  (Circle.) 

a)  I saw advertisements 

b)  I knew others who had participated 

c)  Someone at school informed me about it 

d)   Other (please specify)   

 

28. Why did you first participate in RWCT? (Circle.) 
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a)  I was curious 

b)  I was asked by my school 

c)  I was required by my school 

d) Other (please specify)  

 

29. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.  (Circle one for 

each line.) 

(1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree) 

a. I have enjoyed my participation in RWCT workshops 

b. RWCT is very different from the way how I was teaching before the training 

c. RWCT techniques have helped me improve my teaching 

d. RWCT techniques have improved my pupils’ learning 

e. I would recommend RWCT workshops to my colleagues 

f. RWCT principles should be taught broadly to teachers in my country 

g. Use of RWCT techniques detract from other teaching responsibilities 

h. I teach less course material when I use RWCT ideas 

 

30. Think about any changes you may have noticed in your pupils’ behavior since you 

started applying RWCT strategies in teaching.  How have your pupils’ behavior changed in 

terms of the following? 

(Become much worse, become a little worse, become a little better, become much better, no 

major changes) 

a. Individual involvement during the lesson  

b. Motivation to learn 

c. Cooperation with other pupils 

d. Forming independent opinion  

e. Access to, and retention of, the information presented   

f. Their enthusiasm for expanding the acquired knowledge  

g. Their willingness in critical reflection 

h. Their relationship with me, the teacher 

 

31. How many other teachers attended RWCT trainings among your current colleagues in 

your school?  

 

32. Did you attend RWCT training alone or together with other colleagues in your school? 
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33. If other teachers attended RWCT training in your school, too, did it resulted in any 

changes in the climate of the school? (e.g. in the way how teachers cooperate, in the way 

how the work of the school is managed, in the communication among teachers and pupils or 

teachers and parents, etc.) 
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Annex 8.1.3 Focus group guide: teachers 

 

General questions for the participants of teacher focus groups 

Question for all the three focus groups 

1. How successful is your education system in preparing children for social life, active 

citizenship and successful careers? 

2. In your view, what are the characteristics of high quality teaching? 

3. What are your most important professional development needs, what are the areas in 

which you need INSET trainings the most? 

4. Is your everyday teaching practice is rather spontaneous, or most of the classes are 

carefully planned? 

5. How much is your teaching practice driven by content? How flexible is the curriculum to 

leave space for the development of skills of the pupils that RWCT emphasize? 

6. In your view what are the characteristics of a high quality school? 

7. How much can you rely on the professional support of your colleagues and principals? 

Additional question only for the RWCT trained teacher groups. 

8. How much did you feel what you have learnt during the RWCT training applicable in your 

teaching practice?  

9. What were the major changes in your teaching practice after the RWCT training? 

10. What changes did you generate in the behavior and achievement of pupils or in the 

climate of the classroom by introducing RWCT methods? 

11. What were the RWCT techniques or methods that you find more successful? 

12. What are the most important obstacles to the use of RWCT methodology in your 

classrooms? 

13. Were there any activities in your school by which you had the opportunity to share your 

experience with RWCT methods with your colleagues? 
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Annex 8.1 4 Stakeholder interview guide 

 

Matters to be explored by the stakeholder interviews 

(Only those matters are addressed during the individual interviews that are applicable 

according the position of the respondents. Each problem will be covered by multiple 

interviews.) 

Objectives and learning 

 The educational outcomes that successfully or poorly developed by the education system 

of Kosovo. What are the evidences that support the view of the respondent? 

 The learning outcomes that schools should develop and emphasize better. 

Quality of teaching 

 What are the sources of information that allow for an assessment of the quality of 

teaching? 

 What are the typical features of the teaching practice of teachers? How typical is the 

traditional (frontal, textbook-based, content driven, assessing exclusively by marking) 

teaching style? 

 How successful is the initial training system in preparing teachers for their work? What 

are the strength and the weaknesses of the system? What were the major modernization 

initiatives during the last decade? 

 What are the most important areas in which teachers need professional development? 

 What makes teachers interested in participation in professional development? What are 

their obligations in relation to participation? 

 What is the age and initial training attainment level composition of the teaching force? 

Quality of schools 

 What are the characteristics of good schools? How much are the schools in Kosovo fit to 

these characteristics?  

 What makes the schools interested in professional development? Do the schools have 

any obligation to develop school level professional development policy or it’s depends on 

the readiness of individual teachers? 

 Which are those schools that are more likely willing to participate in any development 

programs? What are their characteristics? 

 How big is the impact of the location of the school or the composition of the enrolled 

pupils on school quality? 

 Is there any mandatory school improvement or quality assurance obligation deployed to 

schools? 

 What kind of expert associates are employed by the schools? What is their role in 

professional development? 
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 What are the characteristics of the role that school principals play? 

Governance 

 Are there earmarked public funds deployed to the professional development of 

teachers? 

 Are there available state budget funds for development of education? 

 Is there an in-service training quality assurance (akkreditation) system in place? 

 Is there a public network of INSET provider institutions? What are the institutions that 

provide INSET programs?  

 How sufficient are the capacities of the network of trainers, experts or consultants who 

are able to provide professional support to teachers? What are the major institutional 

and human resource shortages? 

 What kind of inspection is operating in Kosovo? What are the underlying areas and 

aspect of inspection? 

 What kind of curriculum is in place? How big is the space for schools and teachers to 

determine goals and content autonomously? What is the perceived quality of the state 

curriculum and the school curricula? 

 Are the achievement standards in place? What kind of examinations are in place? 

 What is the perception of the quality of textbooks? 

Government policies 

 What were the major policy initiatives of the consecutive governments during the last 

decade? What were their major objectives? 

 In which periods of time were the actual governments supportive towards the 

educational development programs of donor agencies? 

 Are there examples when policy initiatives have built on the developments of 

international donor agencies or attempted to scale up their results? 

 Are administrative constraints for the operation of international donor agencies? 

Donor agencies’ strategies and activities 

 What are the international donor agencies that are (or were) active in the field of 

educational development? 

 What are the major donor programs? What are the programs (other than RWCT) 

investing in the professional development of teachers? What is the scale of these 

programs (the number and proportion of schools and teachers they reach out). 

 What are major international sources of funds available for educational development? 

RWCT 

 The views of respondents on RWCT (how much they know about it, did they participate 

in any RWCT organized activities, how much are they familiar with the objectives and 

content of RWCT, their view on the quality of RWCT). 
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 Cooperation between RWCT and other agencies, donor programs, public institutions and 

policy initiatives. 

 The composition of resources that were available for RWCT. 

 Any changes in the strategy, program management, professional content or capacities of 

the RWCT program. Any amendments on the basis of the 2003 evaluation findings. 

 What are the “byproducts” of RWCT (e.g. teaching materials, manuals for teachers, initial 

training courses, methodological manuals/aids, academic studies, information manuals 

for lay actors, policy proposals, RWCT modules in other development programs, trainings 

for experts/service providers working with schools, trainings/manuals for school 

directors, activities for horizontal learning among teachers and schools, etc.) How much 

were these program output instrumental in serving the objectives of RWCT.  
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Annex 8.1.5 Focus group guide: 7-9. grade pupils 

 

Questions 

1. What are your favorite subjects and why? 

2. Who are the pupils who receive the highest marks from your teachers: those who 

remember the most or those who are smart? 

3. What are the more interesting lessons: those during which the teachers are telling 

interesting things or those during which the pupils are talking a lot? 

4. What do you prefer more: when the teachers tell you the solution to a problem or when 

it is up to you to find out the solution? 

5. What do you think, how much are your teachers interested in your opinion when you 

discuss things in the classroom? 

6. What are the subjects that make you think the most? 

7. Does it happen often that pupils disagree with each other’s opinion when you discuss 

something during a lesson? 

8. When you see two of your classmates quarreling who’s opinion matters the most to 

decide who is right: your friends’, your teachers’, your parents’, your own judgment? 

9. Are you engaged in any school activities that you do outside of the building of the 

school? Examples? 
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Situational Analysis of the Education in Kosovo. UNICEF Kosovo 2004. 

The World Bank in Kosovo. Program Snapshot. 2012. 

The 2000-2001 Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking Project Impact and 

Institutionalization Study.  American Institutes for Research 2001. 
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Evaluation Report 2003. Kosova Education Center Prishtina, Kosova 

Basic Education Program Statistical Report 2011-2012. USAID – MEST 
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Ministry of Education Science and Technology 2011. 

Basic Education Program. USAID-FHi 

Catalogue of Accredited Programmes for Professional Development of Teachers and 

Education Administrators. First Edition. Prishtina, EU Education SWAp Project. 2011. 
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Mula, Melinda: Financing the professional development of teachers: Urgent need for a 

strategy. In: Kosovo Debate on European Issues. Prishtina, 2009. 

Mula, Melinda: Report of Long-term non-key junior expert for teacher development. EU 

Education SWAp Project. 2010. 

Bean, J.C.:  Engaging ideas. The Professor’s Guide to Integrating Writing, Critical Thinking and 

Active Learning in the Classroom. Second Edition. John Wiley & Sons, 2011. 

Webber, Richard: Report of Long-term non-key international expert for curriculum and 

teacher development. EU Education SWAp Project. 2010. 

Pupovci , Dukagjin: Teacher Education System in Kosovo.  
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8.3 List of resource persons interviewed 

 

 

Person/group of people Their function 

Ms. Melinda Mula Coordinator of RWCT Program  

Mr. Mustafe Kadriu  Head officer of the MEST Division for Standards and 
Evaluation   

Mr. Osman Gashi Professor in the Faculty of Philologhy,  

Ex-dean of the Faculty of Philologhy, RWCT Certifier 

Mrs. Hana Zylfiu-Haziri 

 

Senior Development Program Officer in KEC  

Step by Step Coordinator 

Ms. Ganimete Kulinxha Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Education 

Mrs. Eda Vula Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Education 

Mr. Agim Gashi 

 

Vice Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural 
Sciences, trainer of RWCT 

Mr. Dukagjin Pupovci Executive Director of KEC 

Mr. Agim Jaka School Principal of the school “Z. Rexha”  

Mrs. Xhemile Boshnjaku Officer in the Municipal Education Directorate 

Ms. Gonxhe Mejzini Coodrinator of the Didactic Center in Gjakova 

Mr. Defrim Gashi Head of the Inspection Department 

Mrs. Lirije Gosalci Officer at the Inspection Department 

Mr. Ramush Lekaj Head of the curriculum department in MEST 

Mr. Arif Demolli Officer for textbooks and didactic tools in MEST 

Mr. Ajet Brajshori School Principal of the school “H. Rakovica” 

Ms. Drita Kadriu 

 

Political adviser of the Minister of Education 

RWCT trainer 
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Mr. Agim Berdynaj Director of preuniversity education in MEST 

Mrs. Igballe Cakaj Head of the training section in MEST 

Ms. Flaurie Storie Vice team leader of the USAID project – Basic Education 
Program  

Mrs. Luljeta Demjaha  Director of AMAAP, country NGO for INSET programs 

Mr. Blerim Saqipi Assistant in the Faculty of Education, Researcher 

Mr. Naser Zabeli Assistent Professor in the Faculty of Philosophy 

RWCT Certifier 

Focus group interview with 9 
RWCT people trained at the 
beginning of the program 
implementation 

Trainers and teachers of RWCT program in Gjakove 
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